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Seventh Annual Conclave H;ld at Al
Order Prosperous and
buquerque
Increasing in Membership.

SHIES

Albuquerque,

IS

con--ditio-

tion.

THOUSANDS OF ACRES
Installed:
OF CROPS SUBMERGED
Grand Commander O. L. Gregory,
Las Vegas.
Coffeyville, Kansas. Oct. 23. The
Deputy Grand Commander J. H.
flood situation in southeastern Kansas Wroth, Albuquerque.
is not improved today. North of
Generalissimo
John W. Poe. Rosthe Verdigris river continues well.
to rise and this morning lacked' only Captain General J. J. Kelly, Silver
a foot of the high water mark of 1904, City.
which was the highest in twenty-fiv- e
Grand Recorder A .A. Keen, Albuyears. Many' 'persons have been com- - querque.
,
pelled to leave
thIr homes in the Grand Treasurer, A. J. Malloy. Al'
suburbs of Coff evvitle. All the way buquerque,
from Neodesha and Independence,!
The subordinate officers were theresouth to Coffeyville,- the Verdigris' riv- after installed by Illustrious Brother
er has spread out, covering thousands W. Frank Pierce, 33, Inspector Genof acres of corn land and doing a vast eral for California and who now holds
amount of damage. The Missouri Pa- the eminent position .of Grand Capcific was the only. .railroad able to tain General of. the Grand Encamp"bring a train into' Coffeyville today,' ment, of Knights Templar of the Unitthe other roads being hopelessly tted-u- ed States and who was in Albuquerque
The river is still risinj and more on official business.
serious conditions are expected.
The Grand Conclave was a great
success and its proceedings will prove
of vast benefit for the advance of
BARTLESVILLE UNDER
FOUR FEET OFWATER Knights Templar Masonry in the Sunshine Territory. ;
Cof-Teyvil-

p.

Bartlesville, 01la., Oct. 23. The
Caney river was today two feet higher than at any time since 1885. Rain
lias fallen along its valley almost constancy for the last seventy-tw- o
hours. Bartlesville is cut off from all
communication with the outside world
except by interurban lines. The railway bridge, being used, jointly by the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and
Missouri, Kansas and Texas rail
ways, is greatly damaged. North Bar-- !
tlesville ia under Tour feet of water
today.

ANDREWS CAMPAIGN
PARTY ENDS TOUR
Laroe and Enthusiastic Republican
Rallies Hsld in Eastern and
Southern New Mexico.

THOUSANDS SUFFER FROM
COLD IN MUSKOGEE
I

Muskogee, Okla., Oct. 23 Twenty
thousand people shivered in the grip
of a cold north wind in Muskogee
without breakfast or a fire on account
of a bursted gasi main this morning.
There has been a steady downpour of
hours and
rain for the past thirty-sithis morning it was1 still raining. Reports state that several railroad
bridges have been washed out and
many passenger trains are stalled
near here.
x

FIVE DAYS' CONTINUOUS
RAIN AT TULSA
Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 23. Rain is still
falling here today, marking the fifth
consecutive day of almost incessant
fell
river
The Arkansas
'rain.
two feet from 6 o'clock last night to
:i
midnight, but today has risen again

to the highest point reached yesterday
und at noon was still coming up. A

great amount ot debris is passing
down the river here. A four-rooliouse was seen to float by this morning. All trains are delayed and many
v
have-beeannulled.
m

COLORADO FEEDERS BUY
23,000 NEW MEXICO SHEEP

Delegate W. H., Andrews and party
who have been campaigning in eastern and southern New Mexico, return
ed to Albuquerque last evening. Mayor
Jose D. Sena, of this city, who was
with the party, returned home today,
as did Ralph C. Ely. of Demins;, and
R. H. Sims, of the Valley Ranch on
the Pecos. Governor Curry was part of
the time with the party and so were
Judge A. B. Fall and W. A. Hawkins,
of Alamogordo. The Republican meet
ings which were held in the various
towns that were visited during this
trip, were satisfactory and largely attended and were also very enthusias
tic. Every member of the party fully
believes" that many Republican votes
were made on the trip.' The members
ure a little fagged out from much
traveling and speaking, but otherwise
are in good shape.
M'KINLEY COUNTY UNTERRIFIED
NOMINATE LOSING TICKET
Gallup, N. M., Oct. 23. The great
and only Democracy of McKinley
county, consisting of about twenty vot
ers, of whom fifteen are bosses, a few
days ago nominated .a - Democratic
ticket which the voters, however, will
not vote for at the coming election,
The McKinley County Republican,
in an article a column and a half long,
prints a very readable and humorous
account of the doleful transaction and
gives the names of the candidates put
up to be slaughtered as follows:
For commissioner, first district, no
Second dis
body; for commissioner,
trict, S. M. Brown; for commissioner
Thrd district, George Kraker; for
probate clerk, Charles M. Sabin; for
treasurer and collector, Frank C
Swartz; for assessor,. Rees Beddow;
for sheriff, John Pitta; for probate
judge, Ansellmo Grlejro: for county
surveyor, W. D. McKinley; for county
school superintendent, T. A. Waring,

Eaton, Colo., Oct. 23. Sixty-sevecars of lambs have been purchased
from New Mexico parties by J. W.
Smillle and T. H. Wilson, farmers,
here, for winter feeding. As1 there are
about 320 lambs in a car this makes
23,000 head, the largest lot ever re
ceived here In one shipment.
The
lambs will be fed on' sugar beet pulp
KERN'S SON STILL IN
and finished off with corn.
A CRITICAL CONDITION
ZEPPELIN
COUNT
MAKES
Indianapolis, Ind.. Oct.' 23. The
FLIGHT IN NEW AIRSHIP young son of John W. Kern, who Is
suffering from nerve paralysis and ac, 23.
Oct.
Count
ute indigestion, is still in a critical
Friederlchshafen,
It was feared last
"Zeppelin In his reconstructed airship, condition today.
made a successful ascent this after night that he would not live until
.
noon.
morning, but he rallied.
,
n

A

Plan Situation in Balk-

Huge Demonstration for Tonight
E

ans Again CritPEACE

liEMOIS

Vice-Preside-

REDUCTION OF
GRAZING CHARGES

Turko-Uulgari-

idate Receives
Great Ovation

A new town named Sylvanite has
been started at the scene and already
has a population of 700. Outfitting establishments in El Paso are swamped with orders from the new town
as well as by those who are contemplating going to the new diggings.
The new gold field of Sylvanite is
located in Grant county, just at the
edge of the Big Hatchet mountains,
seventeen miles from Hachita. a station on the El Paso and Southwestern
railroad, running between El Paso and
Bisbee, Arizona.
Miners who have been to the scene
declare that the new camn promises
to rival that of Cripple Creek. Gold
is eaid to be found almost on the
face, free gold and sylvanite and the.
camp is so new that it has been im- to do any extensive work on;

Sophia, Oct. 23 The government
has ordered M. Dimitroff, special
n
voy tq Constantinople, to return homo
for instructions. This has given rise
fo the fear in
that the
o

negotiations looking to a settlement
of the trouble that has arisen from
Bulgaria's declaration of independence
have proven futile, but. the government, insists that the negotiations have
not bean broken off but that they
have only been interrupted to allow
the envoy to make a report in person. Since the beginning of the crisis
neither state has transmitted any
message in cipher and Dimitroff has
sent only fragmentary open dispatches. Despite the government's reassurance that negotiations have not been
broken off, the feeling prevails that
war is near and the populace is becoming excited.

k

veins.
An El Paso' firm purchased a claim
last week for $4,000 and was offered
$20,000 for it Monday. Today, after an
expert had examined the ground the
firm claims to have been offered $75,-00- 0
for it.
The rocks in the mountains are said
to be full of rich gold values, and the

yielding rich result for placer work-- !
ers, who as yet have no better method
to get it out than dry washing.
BRYAN TALKS TO
From the .excitement among mining
RAILWAY EMPLOYES men of experience who have been to
the scene the sold discovery will no
Washington, Oct. 23. Following a
statement made a year ago at a meet Cheers For Mrs. Bryan, Who Is Hailed doubt pan out strong.
A newspaper has been started in the
ing of the National Wool Growers asas Next Lady of the Land On
new
sociation in Salt Lake, Gifford Pinchot,
camp.
Way to New York.
forester, and A. F. Potter, in charge
of grazing on National Forests, have
Oct. 23. A large CLEVELAND LOSES
Philadelphia,
announced a reduction of 10 to 15 per
crowd,
including many railroad emSTREET RAILWAY
cent in rates' for sheep grazing on
W. J. Bryan
ployes
at the
greeted
National Forests to take effect for the West
Philadelphia station of the
coming season. . Changes in market
railroad today. Bry- People Vote to Turn System Over to
Pennsylvania
the
have
made
which
sheep an v
conditions
Original Company MunicipaJ
addressed
the crowd
and
business less profitable this yeat, es- Service Unsatisfactory.
wp,3 interrupted
by call3 for Mrs.
Deciallv the greatly reduced, prices of
on ." the
Bryan, When she appeared
fered for wool and the depreciation in
Cleveland, O., Oct. 23. Complete
were cries of "hurrah
there
platform
the value of mutton, are partly re for the next first iady of
returns
in the referendum election
land."
the
sponsible for this reduction.
SeRepeated cheers for Mrs. Bryan caused yesterday show that the
In 1897. when promises for a reduc her to appear on the platform of the curity Street Railway franchise was
ed schedule were made, it was with car a second time. Bryan was here defeated by the narrow margin of C05
the understanding between the stock about 12 minutes and talked during votes out of a total of 75,893 votes!
men and the forest service, that graz the entire time on the labor ques- cast. As a result the entire street
ing rates would not be changed for tion.
railway system of the city reverts to
minor fluctuations in the market which
the Cleveland Railway company. The
Ou Vay to New York.
defeat was doubtless caused by the
would naturally occur from year to
Wilmington, Dela., Oct. 23. Candiyear, but would apply only in case of
unsatisfactory service of the Municidate
Bryan passed through here today pal company, a holding company which
radical or unusual changes. The new
to New York, where he will
fare basis.
schedule does not affect the cases enroute
operated cn a thrse-cen- t
deliver numerous speeches.
He
did
5
cents
of
minimum
The rate of the Cleveland Railway
where the
charge
not awaken until 10 o'clock. A large
a head has already been allowed or
company will not be announced until
was at. the Pennsylvania sta- after the directors meeting which wast
crowd
of
account
no rate has been filed on
to greet Bryan. The train was
some local conditions. In most cases tion
expected to be held today.
he only had time to make a
late
and
the revised fees will mean a reduc
brief speech.
tion of about 1 cent per head.
CON- Bryan Sleeps, While Crowd Waits. MURDERER
differof
In fixing rates for grazing
FESSES ON SCAFFOLD
ent kinds of stock on forest growth,
Washington, Oct. 23 A small crowd'
at not!
demand for use of the range by own- was greatly disappointed
ers of different kinds of stock, needs being able to see Bryan as he passed Negro Who Committed Crime, Which
of. homesteaders and profits of busi- through here early today, enroute to!
Was Partially Responsible For
New York. Bryan was asleep while
ness have been taken into
Springfield Riots, Hanged.
'
the train was here.
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot Modi
fies Rates For Pasturing Sheep
on National Forests

Cand-

Republican

OFF here.

Scheduled to Deliver Three Latest Act of Bulgaria CauAddress During Course
ses Fear to Arise That
of lEvening.
War is Near.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 23. Upon
the arrival of Candidate W. II. Taft
in Indianapolis tonight, it is planned
to have a great demonstration, which
will include a mammoth
torchlight
parade. All nearby cities have made
arrangements to send, large delegations to greet the Republican presiden-- .
tial candidate and Indianapolis Republicans are expected to turn out in full.
Judge Taft will probably make three
speeches' during the evening and will
be joined in his talks by
Fairbanks and Congressman
Tonight's rally will be the
biggest one of the campaign in

TRIUMPHANT

city.
The diggings are said to be the richest yet discovered in the Southwest,
and there is considerable excitement!

ical

WILL

Second Cripple Creek Discovered
Near Hachita Miners in Mad
Rurh to Scene,

El Paso, Tex.. Oct. 23, Hundreds of
El Pasoans are joining with others in
a rush for the now gold fields which
have been discovered on the prairie
in New Mexico, 200 miles from this

'

grand commanders:
J. P. McGraulty, of Deming; C. N.
Blackwell, of Raton; E. A. Cahoon. of
Roswell, and Arthur Everett, of Albuquerque.
The usual committees were appointed by the presiding Grand Commander
and the reports of the Various Grand
officers, as on Grand Master's address,
the Grand Recorder and Grand Secretary, were read and referred to the
proper committees. The Grand Master's address was then read in full.
Eight subordinate commanderies
were found on the roster and all in
in good condition. A dispensation was
asked for a new commandery at
Otero county, and was
granted.
The committee on the Grand Mast-- j
er's address reported its findings
which were approved.
The Knightly order was found progressive and increasing in member'
ship.
The following Grand officers were
then elected and after election duly

Kansas City, Oct. 23 A cold rain,
mixed with sleet, is falling here and
southwestern Missouri,
throughout
southeastern Kansas, Oklahoma and
northeastern Texas today. In southeastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma where the rainfall has been
exceedingly heavy for the past week,
"3.03 inches of rain has fallen in the
hours and the rain
past twenty-fou- r
continued" today without any sign of
early abatement. As a result flood
prevail In these sections and
has reached
already the damage
thousands1 of dollars. Railroad traffic
Is at a standstill and many towns are
cut off from all outside communica-

mm ii

U

Republicans

constitutional number of
were represented. There
DONE were also present the following past

Unprecedented Rains Cause
Streams to Overflow Inundating Vast Areas.

i

ST

NO, 216

RICH GOLD STRIKE
IN GRANT COUNTY

Ell

SPECIAL

TAFT RALLY

The

Slack, o! Clayton.
A

DUiT

X. M., Oct. 23

seventh annual grand conclave of the
Grand Commandery of Knights Templar of the territory of New Mexico,
met at Masonic hall in this city yesterday and was called to order by
Eminent Grand Commander,
J. C.

Rivers in Kansas
and Oklahoma on
Rampage
GREAT

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, .FRIDAY OCTOBER 23, 1908.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
OF NEW MEXICO BIG

L

XICAN
m in
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EXPnESSESJpFICATION
Invasion of Home State of
Democratic
Candidate Successful
Vice-President-

ial

Crawfordsville, Ind., Oct. 23. Judge
Taft is today making a complete
circuit of Indianapolis,
about fifty
miles distant at all times, and tonight
will go there as the chief attraction
at a monster ralh. Tn rarrv rmt hia
hpavy itinerary for m&y lt was necps.
sarv for the can(1I(3ate ,to be up at 6
thls mornlnj, At tnat tlme hi8
train was on a siding In a quiet field
about flVe miles from Brazil. Like
terday Ule day began witn inilcation8
of intense political interest. At 7
o'clock he spoke to a crowd at Brazil
several thousand and he
numbering
expressed his gratitude at seeing so
many at such an early hour.
Party leaders1 who have accompanied Judge Taft on his tour of Indiana
are jubilant as a result of the great
ovations he has received and are con- W. II.

fact

"l330'':
T1!"1"
it
the home state

1

of John

candidate for the
dency on the Democratic ticket. Taft
himself, Is surprised at, the welcome
that has been accorded him.
The condition of Mr. Taft's voice
today was very good, after his continuous speaking on yesterday, and
he expects to be in fine shape for the
celebration at Indianapolis tonight.
W. Kern,

vice-presi-

-!

SANTA FE BOYS
BAG TWO DEER

.

BRINGS ALLEGED EXPRESS
ROBBER BACK FOR TRIAL

anDenver, Oct. 23 The thirty-fiftnual convention of the Woman's National Christian Temperance Union
here this
met in the Auditorium
its session
will
continue
and
morning
into next week. An extensive program
has been prepared, including three
sessions for each day, except Sunday,
which will be set apart for religious
services in the afternoon and evening. The most .important features of
today's session were the address of
the president, Miss Lillian M. N. Stevens this morning and the reports of
the secretary and treasurer this afternoon. The auditorium was well filled when the convention was called
Stevens was
to order and Mrs.
when she recited
the great progress made by the temperance cause during the- past year.
This evening's session will be devoted
to the address of welcome and the

Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police, returned yes-- !
terday from Wichita, Kansas, where
he went the first of the week to take;
charge of J. B. Humphreys, a man ar-rested in that citv on a charge of boot- -'
legging, and who is wanted in the ter- cn the charge of being one of
the bandits who several months ago
held up and robbed the station agent
at French, Colfax county, of $35,000,
which sum constituted the payroll of
the Dawson Fuel company at Dawson
and was being taken to the coal camp
from Abuduerque. - Captain Fornoff
lodged Humphreys in the county jail
at Las Vegas, where he will be hold
until he can be :riven a preliminary
hearing. The accused man was recog-nize- d
by the Kansas sheriff from a
photograph of him. which was sent
broadcast over the country a short
time after the robbery. It is said the
evidence against him is strong.

h

great-enthusias-

RNANCIftL FLURRY OCCURFIED
OHE YEAR

'

New York. Oct.' 23.

It is

.lust

YESTERDAY

a them small Institutions, were forced
to close their doom In the year just
passed all but one of these banks has
either
for business or has
paid its depositors In full. That bank
has already paid ninety per cent of
Its deposits and will make another
payment of five per cent within ten
- .,'
dayB,

year ago yesterday that the financial
flurry of 1907 struck New York and
business men are astonished at the
wonderful recovery made from the
business
depression , which followed.
During the flurry seventeen
banks in New York,; the majority of
.

AGO

Kill Fine Bucks on

Robert Harvey
tha Oalton

Divide.

Two Santa Fe boys, Fernley Wiley
and Robert Harvey, have carried off
the first big honors of the hunting
season jn tnig cityi by killing two deer
in the mountains east of here.
Wednesday, while hunting on the
Dalton divide, twelve miles east of
the city, Fernley Wiley killed a full
grown buck which had five points on
its antlers. Wiley brought the deer
down with a shot from a Springfield'
army rifle at close range. He packed
the carcass on a horse and brought it
to this city.
Robert
Harvey and
Yesterday,
George Marsh, while hunting in the
same vicinity, sighted several deer.
Harvey managed to get a bead on one
with his rifle and brousht it down
with on-- shot. It was also a buck and
had six noints on its antlers. He
brought it home last, evening.
Both boys were today distributing
venison to their friends as proof of
Springfield. 111.. Oct. 23. Having their skill as nimrods.
They report
confessed his guilt and with a prayer deer more plentiful in that section
on his lips, Joe James, an
tnan in several years. On account of
negro murderer, was hanged in the: tne deep snow in the mountains, the
county jail here today. James mnraer-- i d,eer nave been forced to come from
ed c- A- Ballard, a railroad engineer, cover in order to get 8omething to
,
;
July 3, last. His crima was largely, eat
responsible for the race riots in this; The boys also report having seen
city. James, while intoxicated, enter- lnrtrp flockfi nf wild turkevs.
ed the home of Ballard and, goins to,
Ag & reguU of he success of Wiley
the bedroom of his daughter, seized; and
y
of Santa Fe
Hai.vey a
.
hy the hand. Her father came to;
Brei)arin'K to go on a several
her assistance arid James stabbed him
days' hunt in that vicinity.
to death in the fight which followed.

,,

NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF WHITE RIBBONERS

Fernley Wiley and

-

-

1

nim-ritor-

w

FIRE DESTROYS HOME;
CONSUMES FAMILY FORTUNE

I

Bernalillo, N. M.. Oct. 23. While
Mr. and Mrs. D. Lisse, respected residents of this place, were at a neigh-- ,
bor's, one of their three young children, who were left alone in the house,
threw a lighted match Into the wood-box- .
The children, too young to know
their danger, gleefully watched the
flames spread and but for the presence of mind of Tomag Sandoval, a
blacksmith, whose shop was nearby,
would have been cremated. Mr. Sandoval noticed smoke Issuing from
the doors and windows of the Lisse
home and hastened to the scene. He
arrived just In time to save the lives
of the children. The house was entirely consumed together with over
$300 in money, which was contained
in a trunk and represented the entire
savings of the family for several
years. Only a $20 gold piece was
found intact of what represented' a
small-size- d
..fortune,! Mr. Lisse is a
small fruit grower and public sympathy Is with him. A subscription has
been started by his neighbors to raise
money enough to rebuild his house,
the family being practically destitute
as a result ot the fire.

CAMPAIGNING IN
NORTHERN PRECINCTS
A party of Republican campaigners
left yesterday for . the northern, prewill be gone
cincts of the county-"anseveral days. They will visit Tesuque,
Pojoaque, Nambe, Santa Cruz, Ildefon-sand Chimayo. They will make a
thorough canvass, hold meetings and
give talks. The following candidates
and speakers are in the party:
R. Lv. Baca, candidate for House of
Representative .Celso Lopez, candicoldate for treasurer' and
candidate
Ortiz
y Pino,
lector; Jose';
for commissioner Second district; Alfredo Lucero,' candidate for commissioner Third district; John V .Conway
of
candidate for , superintendent
candidate
schools;;- - Trinidad Alarld,
for assessor;' Charles C. Closson candidate for sheriff.',
The following Republicans, interested greatly in the campaign and who
will work to make vote and address
the people, accompanied the party of
candidates:
Hon. I. Sparks, chairman of the
board of county commissioners; Antonio J. Ortiz, Galisteo farmer, and
o

'

;

,

:

Manuel B. Salazar.
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THE BIG STORE.
MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
new comers for Fall
and Winter wear
await a call from you
You'll like them you

THE
can't help it.

We have a

Shoe to
your mind's eye, as well as your
feet aud you purse.

:

--

SESISTEREO

!

We've the best $3,50 Shoe made
We've the best $4.00 Shoe made

SHOES

or

We've the best $5,00 Shoe made
We've the best $6 00 Shoe made

V3 Girls

1

!?

BOMBMAKER.

Makes

THE

M.
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Apparently Harmless
Letter a Deadly Machine.
So expert are bombmakers nowadays
that an apparently harmless letter may
kill any person who trios to open It. A
piece of cardboard Is cut to a siza
which, when folded over, will fit into
an ordinary envelope. The four cor
nors of this are slit Into narrow strips
Fulminate of mercury is spread ovei
three of the slits, and the sheet is folded
and fastened together. Projecting from
each side of the folded sheet is a little
metal strip, or detonator, glued to the
cardboard In such a manner that the
envelope cannot be opened without
striking one of them. Upon meeting
this slight resistance the hand moving
the paper cutter instinctively pushes
harder, and the result is an explosion
that either kills or maims.
The easiest bomb to construct Is set
In operation by simply turning It upside down. It is usually a good sized
cracker box, liued with paper and half
filled with a mixture of chlorate of
potassium aud ordinary sugar. Into
this a bottle of a powerful acid is introduced. The remainder of the space
In the box is filled with scraps of metal.
Then the lid is soldered on.
All that is then necessary is to place
the box upside down at the spot in
which it Is to explode. The acid eats
quickly through the cork of the bottle
and comes in contact with the chlorate
of potassium. As a result of the chemical combination which takes place
there is a terrific explosion. Chicago
News.
He

K

!e STABLISHED

Best of Leathers and Best of
All widths and sizes.

Shoemak-ing- .

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

u

On notes, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and as nigh
$200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ono year. Ratt art
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Win.

FAAIf

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 109.

Phone 108.

The largest and the only

itore ia Santa Ft.

up-to-d-

New BuckWheat
AND
WHILE

x

PEACHES

WHEAT

FL'

PEARS

x

GRAPES

JERSEV "SWEET
"

potatoes

:

CRANBERRIES

nniiniLfliluUI

All

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

SUITS

women use

WE CARRY THEM IX ALL
THE NEWEST PATTERNS
& STYLES,
TMPI

pom

MARK

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all diseases due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
e
Falls, Tex. writes : I find
the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Buy a suit for the boy
until you look over our

stock then compare
PRICES

QUALITY.
SCHOOL

J

friends."

PRICE SOc.

&

VP

Her-bin-

SHOES

Good Wearers

m

at

Me-

dium Prices.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

P. O. Box 219.

o

Sold

of

and Recommended by

Bait a Centnry

tbe Leading

Phone No. 86.
Dry Goods Hoase In

tm

City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

.c(

tils,

vr

rrym

"

c.'nt-

-

ing the drama as they did before the
dressmaker sent home their gowns,
while the variety of their impersonations is swamped by the uniformity of
their fashions. A. W. I'inero in

Inconsistency.

"What is inconsistency?"

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
asked the

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES aire

curious one.
"Well," responded the wise one, "it
Is that spirit which moves a woman
wboae sleeves stop at the elbow to
scold her husband because he hasn't
any cuffs on." Chicago News.

Fortuns gives many too much, but
no one enough. Laberius.

Tight Heaters
THEY NEVER GO OUT

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican want "ad.".

BIJOU THEATER

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutel
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

IN THE CATRON BLOCK

The

Show Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
Admission
10c

abce

cuts represent the nearest aproach

to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respectfully invite inpection of same. Owing to the fact
of haviDg purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

MATINEE.

Saturday at

3:30
Children
5c
Knew Him at Once.
There are other sure ways of bringing a man to mind besides mentioning ENTIRE CHANGE OF PROGRAM
his name. Among the candidates who
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
were sent from Princeton to a PhilaFRIDAY.
delphia church was one young man
whose language was of the sort which
Phone
Phone
dazzles and delights the younger memNo 14
No 14
bers of a congregation and sometimes
pleases the elders as weil. In this case
the committee were besieged to ask
for the young man again, and they
consented, but unfortunately the man
"New Made Path."
DIAMONDS
to whose lot it fell to write the letter
"Australian
Fisheries."
had forgotten the candidate's name.
"Three Chatterboxes."
Nothing daunted, he wrote to one ot
ba.XLVLfatctia.xx ol
"White Chief."
the seminary professors:
RIGHT PRICES
EyM Teeted and
k
l
"Please send us that floweret, streamH I I lllLVI-.fr- .
HIP 1 II HIV
GOOD?
RIGHT
let, rivulet, cloudlet, starlight and
F,tted By Up.to.
moonbeam young man again. We've
RIGHT SERVICE
Dat. Method.
forgotten his name, but we've no doubt
hira."
you'll recognize
CUT GLASS, CHINA .ND 8IVERWAKE.
"We do," wrote the professor. And
348 San Franclaco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
the desired candidate was sent aud
subsequently was called to the parish.
PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boiling water, cool and serve. 10c. per package at
all grocers. 7 flavors. Refuse all substituted.
To Extract Essence From Flowers.
Procure a quantity of the petals of
any flowers that smell sweet and fragrant. Take thin pieces of muslin or
fine linen and after having dipped
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
them in good Lucca oil or Florence oil
place them as layers between the petals. Sprinkle a small quantity of fine
salt on the flowers and put a layer of
STUDIES
linen and a layer of flowers alternately
until an earthen vessel or wide mouthed glass bottle is full. Tie the top
over with oil silk or parchment, then
lay the vessel in a south nspect in the
heat of the sun, and in fifteen days,
TUESDAY
when uncovered, a fragrant oil may be
squeezed away from the whole mass.

w

HARDWARE CO.

H. C

No. 40.

e)

Young Mens & Boys

careful

ESPOUSAL

the Mutual
Ceremony
Promise of Marriage.
The first part of the matrimonial office was anciently termed the espousal,
which took place some time prior to
the actual celebration of marriage.
These espousals consisted In a mutua'
promise of marriage, which was made
by the man and woman before the
bishop or presbyter and several witnesses.
After them the articles of agreement
of marriage, called tabuloe matrimo-niales- ,
which are mentioned by Augustine, were signed by both persons. After this the man delivered to the woman the ring and other gifts, an action
which was termed subarrhation.
In
the latter ages the espousals have always been performed at the same time
as the office of matrimony in all the
churches abroad, and it has long been
customary for the ring to be delivered
to the woman after the contract has
been made, which has always been in
the actual office of matrimony.
The ring is a special token of spous-age- .
In some of the old manuals for
the use of foreign cathedrals before
the minister proceeds to the marriage
he is directed to ask the woman's
dowry viz, the tokens of spousage
and by these tokens of spousage are
to be understood rings or money 01
some other things to be given to the
woman by the man, which giving is
called wedding or covenanting, especially when It is dono by the giving of
a ring. New York Tribune.
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PROGRAM

Co.

1903.

FOR THE CELEBRATED

TONIGHT'S
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Selkman Bros

For
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

g:

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry. Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Lea ther and Leather Ebony
Goods.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

SEPT.

Stage Dressmaking.

Our plays are for the most part

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

over-

dressed, with extravagance, vulgarity
and inapproprlateness
obtaining in
place of artistic fitness. The new
have to some extent frequently
undone the. results of undress rehears- -

1st.

fios-tum-

VFOR

PARTICULARS

ADDBMBB

RRliTHFR

ucRUrc

prSIDKNT.
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TOILET ARTICLES
& PERFUMERY
-

mu

zOK'S

PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec. Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.
r

TIMETABLE ALL LI MS.

FAIR EXCHANGE.

How it Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com
plied According to Scedule of
Traine Now In Effect.
The back aches at time with a dull,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
you
indescribable feeling, makes
1.
No.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
and
pains
restless;
piercing
weary
1
;20
p. m.
shoot across the region of the kidneys,
and again the loins are so lame to No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:55 p. m.
stoop is agony. No use to rub or apconIn
this
to
back
the
ply a plaster
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
dition. You cannot reach the cause.
Exchange the bad back for a new and No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe j
stronger one. Follow the example of at 10:45 a. m.
this Santa Fe citizen.
No. 425 Westbound, arrives In Santa
Torlbio Rodriguez, living at 110
Fe 3:40 p. m.
Johnson street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"Prior to taking Doan's1 Kidney Pills ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
procured at Ireland's Pharmacy, I suffered off and on for several months
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
from backache, and pains across my No. 720
4:20 p. m.
;ioins. Mornings when I would attempt No. 722
7:40 p.m.
to work, my back so distressed me No. 724
that often I would have to sit down to
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
obtain relief. Finally the pain became No. 721
6:50 p. m.
so constant that I could hardly endure No. 723
10:55 p. m.
it. I began using Doan's Kidney Pills No. 725
and in a short time' was entirely No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
cured."
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Lamy.
Co., Buffalo, No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
cents. Foster-MIlbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and 9,
take no other.
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
bound.
The New Mexican can do printing
Main Line Via Lamy.
qual to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of No. 7 will stop at all stations! Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passenwork we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
gers from Santa Fe.
have all the facilities fo rturning out No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
every class of work, including one it and will not wait for No. 2 from the
the best binderies In the West.
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
The New Mexican Printing comthe east
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
More Than Enough Is Too Much.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
To maintain health, a mature man
and merchants: good everywhero. We or woman needs just enough food to
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
repair the waste and supply energy and
body heat. The habitual consumption
Beek of more food than is necessary for
The Famous
these purposes is the prime cause of
stomach troubles, rheumatism and disorders of the kidneys. If troubled with
Sole Agent for
Indigestion, revise your diet, let reason and not
control and take
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER a few doses ofappetite
Chamberlain's' Stomach
and Liver Tablets and you will 'soon
And All Kimn af Mineral Water.
be all right again. For sale by all
A New Back For an Old One
Is Done in Santa Fe.

Falstaff

KRICK
HENRY
r
SODA WATER,
ov Oaalr

Any Flavor

and wedEngraved cams ae vif-ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and prices.
e.

Order

rtfan

e
Filled for Any Ananirt.
will Receive Prvaw IHaetoe.

Phone 3a
oatezMma Avnu

,

n.

m.

There are certain mineral medicines which will remove the external
Symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison, and shut the disease tip in the
system for awhile, but when the treatment is left off the disease will surely
return. Then the loathsome symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat,
spots, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc., are usually worse
because the disease has made rapid progress on the internal members, and
weakened the constitution and general health of the sufferer.
S. S. S. is
the only remedy that can be used with perfect safety in the treatment of
Contagious Blood Poison, and with the assurance that a lasting cure will
result. This medicine, made entirely of roots and herbs of recognized
curative and tonic value, antidotes and destroys the powerful virus of the
disease, and by purifying the blood of every particle of the poison and
enriching and strengthening the circulation, removes every sypmptom ol
the trouble. S. S. S. does not hide or cover up the disease in any way, but
drives it entirely out from the blood, leaving not the slightest trace foi
future outbreaks.
Home treatment book with valuable information and
any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
copper-colore-

E

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Wett Point of the Southwest."
Armv Officers Detailed by War Department,
irmv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
of
West
at an elevation of 3,700
the
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W,
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Fllyan
For particulars ani Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

V

i

i

i

CO.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek &

lug
,..'

Line

120 San Francisco St.
1

Theee celebrated Hot Springe are
eated Jn the midit of the Ancient Cliff
milee wett of
Dwelling, twenty-fivTaoe, and fifty milee north of 8anta
Fe, ana about twelve milee from
8tatlon, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of etage rune to the eprings.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degreee. The gases are
arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagi
ous diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline ealts to tne gallon, being the rich- -

been struck willi the frequency with
which the names on the shops are
changed. That doesn't look promising.
Wherever a man finds trade profitable
He lays; contrariwise, he moves. None
of the short stay neighborhoods for
me." New York Post.

The Way a Bridegroom Got the Laugh
on His "Funny" Chum.
Under the thin disguise of harmless
fun many un unpardonable rude prauk
is played upon newly married couples.
It is refre?.Uig to Hear of an occasional instance In which the "joke" reacts
on the joker. A young man anil his
bride, who had just been married in a
western town, were starting on their
wedding Journey. They had managed
to reach the train in safety despite the
showers of rice and old shoes.
Just as they had taken their seats in
the car one of the bridegroom's chums
came hastily in to bid him goodby. As
the young husband extended his hand
the friend snapped a handcuff round
his wrist.
The groom had been suspecting a
trick of some kind, and before the
practical joker could play a similar
trick on the bride he found the other
handcuff snapped round his own wrist,
He was chained to the happy bride
groom himself.
"That's a good one on me, Harry,
he said, with a sickly kind of smile,
"hut I'll have to ask you to come to the
door with me and get the key to these
things from the fellow outside that's
got it. Hold on, conductor, just a min

Causes of Headache.
People get Headache because they do
not take sufficient active exercise to
keep the blood circulating actively, become excited and often about thlugs
that do not concern them at all, neglect daily action of bowels, bathe in
cold water without wetting the Head,
sleep on a low pillow, take too much
alcohol, allow the feet to net cold, tike
iron and quinine when these drugs do
not agree with the system. Pittsburg

Press.

'

The Return.
"I believe," said the cheery philosopher, "that for every single thing you
give away two come back to you."
"That's my experience," said Tham
ley. "Last June I gave away my
daucbter, and she and her husband
came back to us in August."

It often takes a lot of common sense
to get a man out of trouble a little

ute !"

nonsense got him into. Beaver (OklaJ
Herald.

Hut the conductor, whose quick eye
had taken in the situation, refused to
wait. He gave the order for starting,
and the train pulled out. It was a
through train and made no stop for
the next fifty miles. Before it stopped,
however, the brakeman, with .the aid
of a sharp file and a hammer, succeeded in releasing Harry. The practical
joker meanwhile had had to pay. full
fare for the fifty miles and still had
his fare home to pay.

SENTIMENT.

The Way It Classifies the Greatest
Men of the Nation.
The Tetit Parisien In 100G conducted
a very interesting plebiscite, the object
of which was to ascertain who, in the
opinion of its readers, were the ten
greatest Frenchmen of the nineteenth
century. More than 15,000,000 votes
were given, and the result was that
Pasteur came out at the top of the poll
with 1,:!."kS.425 votes. The next were
Victor Hugo, who received 1.227,103
votes; Gamlietta 1.155.072, Napoleon
1,118.034. Thiers 1.0;i9.453. Lazare Car-no- t
950.772, Curie 851,107, A. Dumas
pere 850.002, Dr. Uoux 003,041 and
Parmentier 498,803. Immediately following were Ampere, the electrician;
Brazza, the explorer; Zola, Lamartine
'
and Arago.
It will be observed with interest how
larsre Is the proportion of scientific
men in the number of those who, in
the opinion of Frenchmen, occupy the
highest places in the records of the
Napoleon Is only fourth,
country.
Heads the list, and
Tasteur
though
Curie, Itoux and rarmentier, the chemist who introduced the cult tire of the
potato into France, are also Honored,
while Ampere and Brazza are not far
behind. Literary men and statesmen
dispute with the scientists for th
highest distinctions, and the national
sentiment of France is evidently ec- lectic.
Animals That Are Trained.
The animal trainer paused in his
midnight supper.
"It is strange." he. said, "how training .increase an auiinal's value.
can buy a yoiin.-- lion for $100, train it
1

r

32 Black for Carriages.

OJU CAUEJSTE tJOT SPRINGS.

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because you have contracted ordln'
ary colds and recovered from them
without treatment of any kind, do not
for a moment imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
chronic
and
catarrh
pneumonia
have their origin in a common
cold. Consumption is not caused by a
cold but the cold prepares the system
for the reception and development of
the germs that would not otherwise
have found lodgment. It is the same
with all infectuous disease. Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough are much more likely to be con
traded when the child has a cold. You
will see from this that more real dan
ger lurks in a cold than in any other
of the common ailments. The easiest
and quickest way to cure a coM is to
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
The many remarkable cures effected
by this, preparation have made it
staple article of trade over a large part
of the world. For sale by all druggists.

it for

e

Bar-anc-

$510

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.

six-tee-

t

Tw Weeks

Special Sale

nly

Latest
ties in Fall and, Winter Dress
Of

Novel-

Goods.

Short Stay Neighborhoods.
contemplated going into
business for himself looked around for
a good location. He rejected the ad;
vice of two friends who had suggested
neighborhoods which they thought de
sirable.
"I don't like either of the places," he
said., "Cosiness can't be. ujiMpjaafl
A man who

CONTAINS NO

HARMFUL
DRUGS

II

Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

The Genuine t

yellow packaE!

Proprietor.

OloCallente, Taoa County.

N- - JH

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexicr
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent.

A.

f.

iiiBiegelkepg
627

an Francises Streaft.

Indian ana Pexlcan Wares

am dories

Blanket, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opala, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gema .
OUR MOTTO: T Have the Beet of Everything In Our

Lin.

::
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Bulck, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars in
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert ChaufFe and all points in the Estancia Val feurs Jo charge of every Car. Seat
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leavo Roswell daily at Agent of El Paso ft Southwestern Ky,
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.

:: ::

::--

Manager.

UR PL AG

OTTO RETSCH,

.

Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
FE

1 1c

STRIPLIN

ISUOOESSORS TO

THE IRELAND PHARMACY

(

the outside. Yet the boss
The train(iO.Oi'O for them last week.
It
wonder.
no
and
the
sets
price,
ing
to;)k four years to train this group of
mine, and, though there are only
auimalu in it now, no les.-- than
seventy had to be tried and discarded
before we got together the sixteen we
warned."
,'..'.

o

alkalln Hot Springe In the world.
The efficiency of these waters hae
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght'e Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mertur.
ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver traine and walte
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for Oje
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further partlculare ar
drees:

Any
Laggage allowance 50 lbs.
Railwaj
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier'
ine incw Mexican Printing com ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at RoswelL
pany has prepared civil and criminal
J. W. STOCKARD
dockets especially ior the use of justices of the peaco. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
Ably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
FAL8TAFF BOTTLED BEEK.
made up in civil and criminal dockets
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP ;
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
IN JW
1DE OF PLAZA
SANTA.
Civil or Criminal
$2.75 WEST
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 centa additional for a single
for a
docket, or 55 cents additional
X
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full must accompany order.
Spanish
plainly whether English o
printed heading is wanted.

afterward. Take
the group I performed with 'tonight-thre- elions, three tl ;ers, two leopards,
four Hears and four boarho.uids. They
How's This?
are all young adults in the pink of con
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rebe
"dition, but untrained they wouldn't
ward for any case of Catarrh that
worth more than $1,500 or $2,0i)( at cannot be cured
by Hall's Catarrh
was offered
sell

lo-ie-st

there. I have passed through those
streets many times, and always I have

TURNED THE JOKE.

and

Call up

d

FRENCH

New Mexico Military Institute

MAKES
A LASTING CURE

o
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Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon tho blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

The New Mexican Printing corapanv
and
has ready and for sain
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road laws, pprlce 60
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying In per
son or by mall at the office of the
company.

For Pure Fresh
Drugs Toilet,

McDonalds, Huylers

F

and Gunthers

'A

Prescription Compounding a Specialty

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
:

or Send for what
you want' Telephone orders promptly tilled and
and Delivered.
Rirj

COME
X

X

X

x

PHONE 41.

sxxxxxxxxxxx
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speaking New Mexicans under Governor Prince than durins any otheif administration. There were then very
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ATTORN
few territorial offices and none of the
MAX. FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.
MAX FROST
commissions that exist now, in fact
Attorn
Entered as Second Class Matter at tbe Santa Postofflce.
there were only four territorial civil Santa F
New Mexico
treasurthe
officials,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
namely,
G.
auditor,
W. PRICHARD
.$3.75
Daily, six mouths, by mail.
.20
Attnrnov anri Rannslop at Law
Daily, per week, by carrier
and librarian. But
er,
attorney
general
.
2.00
75 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
Practices in all the District Courts
. 1.00 while Governor Pnnce wks executive, and
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per mouth, by mail
gives special attention to cases
K"u
"u
. .75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
before tbe Territorial Supreme court.
Daily, per year, by mail
were auditors; Antonio Ortiz y
Laughlin Blk.. Santa Ke. N. M.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
azar, treasurer; Jose Segura and Fa- WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
Attorney-at-LaF. Pino, librarians, and Miguel!
cundo
Mexico.
in
It
to
New
sent
is
the
oldest
Mexicau
is
The New
newspaper
New Mexico
Crucea
Lag
Salazar and T. A. Archuleta, district
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
W. POLLARD
A.
attorneys. When the very importan',
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Attorney-at-Laoffice of superintendent of public inDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
struction was created, Amado Chaves Deminp
New Mexico
(UNIONf jiCLABi."Li'
was selected as the first to hold thf
EDWARD C. WADE.
position.
Attorney-at-LaBesides this, no less than five native Practices in .be
REPU3LICAN TICKET.
Supreme and Dis-- J
New Mexicans were placed on the trict Courts of the
Territory, in the
Bureau of Immigration, being Juan Probate Courts anfi before the U. S.
or President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
Sanistevan, F. A. Manzanares, P. Y. Surveyor General and U. S. Land
For
James Schoolcraft Sherrran, of New York
Rafael Romero and Eduar-d- Offices.
Jaramillo,
For Delegate to Sixty-firs- t
Congress W. II. Andrews.
F. Otero. When the regents of the Las Crnces.
New Mexico
For Member of Council From Santa Fe and Sa.ndoval Counties T. B. Catron
E. C. ABBOTT
For Member of the House From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties E. A. Miera University of New Mexico, School of
Mines and Insane Asylum were first
Attorney-at-LaPrince named Practice In the District and
appointed, Governor
TAFT AND ANDREWS MEANS
gress any man who is not of the ma- six native New Mexicans as members
Courts.
Promnt and careful
PROSPERITY AND STATEjority party in the Senate, for Ameri- of those boards, viz.: Mariano
S.jattentkm e,iven to all business.
can history has demonstrated that the Otero, Lorenzo Lopez, Benigno
HOOD.
New Mexico
Fe.
In a recant verv insistent and con- Senate is the key to all federal legis- mero, i A. Manzanares. Severo A.
A. B. RENEHAN
sistent speech in Pueblo to thousands lation and without its support any Baca and Juan Jose Baca. In addition
Attorney-at-Laof workingmen of that city. Senator President or any House or any party to these, E. V. Chaves and Miguel Salin the Supreme and DIs-- ;
Practices
azar were appointed as two of the
Albeit J. Beveridge of Indiana, who is helpless to force legislation.
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
four Chicago World's Fair commissionis certainly thoroughly acquainted with
specialty. Office in Catron block.
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WORK
ers.
the political situation, asked the workNew Mexico
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AND
GOVERNOR
CURRY
PARTY
No such recognition has ever been
ingmen how many mills and factories
CHARLES F. EASLEY
The Republican campaign party afforded the native New Mexicans bewould open shouM Bryan and Kern be
(Late Surveyor General.)
successful. Of course, there was no which is swinging around the circle fore or since.
Attorney-at-Lain the Sunshine Territory composed of
intelligent or. prompt answer.
Land and Mining business a specIn his speech Senator Beveridge, ac- speakers- and officials headed by GovBRYAN'S BANK GUARANTY A ialty.
cording to the Denver Republican, ernor George Curry, and participated
New Mexico
Santa
,
BOOMERANG.
made the following splendid argu-- j in by Delegate Andrews, Chairman
B.
BARBER.
GEORGE
Bryan's bank guarantee policy adment why working men should sup Bursum, Hon. T, B. Catron, George.
and Counsellor at Law
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him
Attorney
and
by
by
W.
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his
and
Prichard,
Sherman,
port Taft
argument!
Candidate John W. Kern and the Practice in the District Court and
M. A.
Otero,
incidently and indirectly also apply-- j Prince,
Democratic
papers all over the coun- Supreme Courts of the Territory.
C.
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Ward,
Ely. Charles W.
ing to conditions in the Sunshine Ter Relph
ds
an
absolute fallacy and bank Prompt attention given to all busi- ritory why voters here ehou'd vote for Harry Sims and many other eloquent try,
which
would be issued upon it ne88.
paper
statehood and Andrews. The Repub- Republican speakers, is doing great
New Mexico
be
could
about as surely by Lincoln County,
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as
lican rays:
good and enlightening the people
could
as
moonshine.
legal process
FRANK W. CLANCY
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votes
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very
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manner,
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, many mills would
result
open
of its participants, but as it is on the Bryan's silly and untenable pol- Territory; also before the United
Bryan's election? How many more part
of great benefit in strengthen icy, stating that Mr. Willis Abbot, States Supreme Court In Washington.
proving
people would find employment? With
New Mexico
no desire to frighten or to create ing tne KepuDiican cause, the par writing of Bryan's campaign, says theiDunueraue.
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who
take
deposits
guaranty
upon
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
panic the bis wholesale houses of the ticipants
Attorneys-at-LaEast are making their orders conting- part in it and to give their valuable by the candidate is one of the issues
ent upon the election result. TheVj services free and without expense to on which the Democracy bases its best Practice in the District Courts as
hope.
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Mr.
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in
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repaid.
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depending
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for a time, at any rate,
upset,
This work is telling very much in large measure on this plea, he and Las Cruces
New Mexico
all business relations and they recog-- j
nize that the election of Mr. Taft the right direction and adding many his followers would do well to fear
MARK B. THOMPSON
would be an incentive to all industries. Republican votes to the majority that for the cause. The guaranty of bank
Attorney-at-LaTo them it is' not politics, it is busi-- 1 will be rolled up on November the deposits is as false as free silver. It
District Attorney Eighth District,
ness precaution. There is need for the third for the Repubican party of the is an economic ignis fatus. It appeals Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero
Sunshine Territory and the future without sound reason. It is attractive
wage earner taking like precautions.
"To the people of Colorado the Sunshine State. The campaign also only where it is deceptive.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico
shows that the Republican leaders, one
The man who wants to get some:question propounded by Senator Bev-- 1
all are united and they are stand
HARVIE DUVAL.
eridge has a double significance. If and
thing for nothing will, upon investi
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idea;
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Court Special atThirty-eightSupreme
Both
houses of the
leg- fashioned business principles will at
how many new sugar factories would
be started in Colorado in the coming islative assembly are sure to be Re- once see the futility of the plan and tention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and mining
years with Bryan and a Democratic pubican and the election of Delegate vote accordingly.
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preme bench in authority, pledged to publican county nominees. The outSupreme aiid
undo what has been achieved in re- look is very bright indeed and the are having a hard time in filling their
Courts of the Territory. Office:
cent years and to open the door for good, patriotic citizens, regardless of legislative and county tickets for the Socorro,
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the return of the dynamiter and party, desiring statehood, the admis- coming election. They will 'have a
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L. O. FULLEN
three years of incessant agitation that who will do their level best to bring ing election will be a good deal like
Law
Attorneyof the about proper conditions of prosperity the man who threw his money into a JJistnct
resulted from the adoption
Ninth District.
Attorney
Democratic monstrosity. He can turn of advance, of well being and of state- rat hole.
Office over First National Banfc
to his tax receipts to aid his memory hood for the Sunshine territory next
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Republican victory throughout the Kosweil,
regarding one resu't; and he can hark year and the year following should territory and in this county is in the
WILLIAM M'KEAN
back to business conditions to esti- vote the Republican tickets.
air and every citizen who thinks that
mate the loss that resulted from the
Attorne;
this county should prosper and that
Mining an i Land Law.
numerous special elections, the un- REPUBLICAN TICKET WILL WIN New Mexico should be admitted into
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Taos,
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, IN SAN MIGUEL.
certainty and the strife. The Demothe sisterhood of states should and
cratic supreme bench and the Demo
C. W. G. WARD.
Charles A. Spiess, the Black Eagle ought to vote for the Republican ticcandidates are of San Miguel county, again heads kets. There Is absolutely nothing to Territorial District Attorney for San
cratic
legislative
pledged to a renewal of the controv- the Republican, legislative and coun- be gained by voting the other way ex Miguel and Mora counties.
ersy that enriched so many lawyers. ty tickets there and the remainder of cept to gratify political spite, personal Las Vegas
New Mexico
If the Democratic nominee for gover- the nominees thereon also show the hatred or envy. By voting for the Re
nor is elected Mr. Patterson will names of strong and reputable citizens publican party nominees, every pro
M, C. MECHEM.
claim the credit; if a Democratic su- who have made fine records as com- perty owner in this city and county
Attorney-at-Law- .
preme bench is elected he wi'.l de- petent, honest and efficient officials. will benefit himself greatly. By vot- Tucumcari,
New Mexico
mand his toll. The Democratic
plat- Victory is in the air. in San Miguel ing the other way he will simpy give
form would be in evidence to remind county and there isno good reason this county another push and a great Je6se G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberta.
the candidates that they had pledged whatsoever why that county should not one at that, towards retrogression,
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
themselves in advance to Mr. Patter- give a very handsome Republican hard times and a decrease in the value
Attorneys at Law.
son's demands. Twenty-fou- r
hours af- majority on election day.
of property and business.
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ter election a renewal of the agitation Mr. Spiess has represented the counColorado.
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embodiment of that confidence which and the necessities for new laws, the county nominated there last Monday
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bench, what then? Would the state be vision of the statutes now ift force from 9 o'clock one morning until 5
in position to take advantage of the in many ways. He has the experience o'clock the next and which produces
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magnificent opportunities that would and knowledge to do great work in a ticket such as was produced by the
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be available? The voter had better the assembly and if elected will take convention Monday means much to U. S. Commissioner
for the Third
consider this with great care." ..
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In New Mexico with Taft and An- the enactment of much new, beneficial and territory. The ticket is strong and
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well
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balanced and
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drews elected, prosperity and state- and proper legislation.
very
of the most harmonious gathering that Eastern and local bank references.
hood are sure to come; with Bryan
and ' Larrazolo elected, the territory RECOGNITION OF NATIVE NEW the party of this county has held in
l bound to remain in its present abMEXICANS.
OSTEOPATHY
years.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
ject condition and be plunged into the The population of the Rio Arriba "A significant fact in connection
treats acuta
an
Successfully
abyss of business stagnation and re- and San Juan council district is very with the deliberations of the conventrogression. Let the voters choose.
largely mads up of citizens of Spanish tion was the unanimity with whjch chronic diseases without drugs o
decent, and so it is appropriate that the candidacy of Delesate Andrews medicines. No charge for consult
Vermont this week elected two Sen- they should be represented by a man: was indorsed. Every one of the one tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenm
ators, Of course they are staunch Re- like lion. L. Bradford Prince, who has, hundred ninety-eigh- t
m.,
p. m. 'Phon 16
delegates pledg- Hours:
two of the been a protector of the rights and ed himself to do hia utmost for the
publicans: and make
decided majority that the Republicans reputation of the native people of delegate and thhj doubtless means that i
CONY T. BROWN
'
are bound to have in the U. S. Sen- New Mexico ever since he came to Mr. Andrews will carry the county.
; Mining Engineer.
ate for" at least four years to come. the territory.
The county ticket will sweep everySecretary and Treasurer New MexiHqw futile therefore for New Mexico
It will be remembered that fuller thing before it and Andrews will ride co School of Mines.
to elect as its representative to Con- - recognition wa3 given to the Spanish on the crest of the wave."
New Mexico
Socorro,

DAVID

Professional Cards

M.

WHITE, C. E.

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
.,. (Notice For
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad Department of tho Publication.)
Interior,
and Bridge Building.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe.
Nw Mexico
',.V, October 20th, 190S..
Notice is hereby given that Luciana
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Lujan, widow of. Dolores Tafoya. of
Santa Fe, N. M.-- has filed notice of
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print- - her intention to make final
CoV&W
proof in support, of his claim, viz:
anta F"
New Mexico Homestead Entry No. 7C80 (02222)
made October 15. 1903, for the SE

EYS-AT-LA-

,

five-ye-

ls

.......

1-- 4

For Chronic Diarrhoea.
"While in the army of 18G3 I was
taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
Geor& M- - Felton, of South Gibson, Pa.
1,1 nave since tried
many remedies but
without any permanent relief until Mr.
A. W. Miles of this place persuaded
me to try Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, one bottle of
which stopped it at once." For sale by
all druggists.

Sal-'offl-

'

Vic-Preside-

Gubscribe for tne Dally New
and get the news.

o

SE 4 Sec. 22, SW
SW
Sec. 23,
NW 4 NW 14 Sec. 26 and NE
NE
Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range-1E., and that said proof will be made
before Register or Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 1908.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her continuous residence upon, and cultivation of the land, viz:
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo,
Lujan and Isabel Tafoya, all of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
f MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register..
1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

Gre-gori-

blanks both English
for sale by the New
ican Printing: company.

and

Legal

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try Spanish

o

Mex-

Su-nre-

a

,

j
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THE

OF 8 A NT A FE.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,:
;'

Assistant Cashier

F.

n

-

Surplus and

Capital Stock, $150,000.

undivided Profits, WS,50t.

Transacts a general banking business in

all

money on the most favorable terms on all kind

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and

.of

stocks

its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

branches.

Its

personal
In all ;

foreign

Loans

and

i

col-

markets for

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.' The benk
txecutes all orders of its patrons In he banking line, and alrca to
xtend to them as liberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes'

- respectfully solicited.

for rent. The patronage of the public

TH E

PALME

pTEL

w

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop,.

h

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

bin of on Avenue

-

MIAMI OAF

AHD
r
KUKOI'EAN PLAM

--

t-Law

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample
Long Distance Telephone Station.
-

Steam Heated: Electric

THE REST,

DO

Hotel Coronado
One of

tie Most

Up

&

Cafe.

Short Urjer Restanrants in the City ;
--

10-fl-

l a.

nT

CENTRAL LOCATION.

;

OPEN FROM 5,30 in

the morning to

THE ONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUNS

A

CHARCOAL' BROILER9

Prices are Reasonable
in
K. C. Meats alwayson hand
season
the
Everthing
Rooms in connection, 606 and & up Hot Cold Water Baths,
Q.

-

Electric lights.

Every room good one,
LUPE KERRERA, Proprietor,
Santa Fs, New Mexico.
"V

,.;

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

5-- 5

.

1

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

d

9--

;-

,

Short Order Department Open Day and
Night, :'4 HI i.

f

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

fms

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a

'

specialty

of

DBVdrOPINQ, PHUfT

ING and BN &ARGINQ. Hall Order Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue,

DIWI7

NOWLANO
,

US

.

roadwty,

COMPANY,

Us Iftfplt

,

Calf

PAGl FIVE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. 1L

PERSONAL MENTION

The having

will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount ,
re
are going to be a great
to a few dimes or nickels a
and nickels will
dimes
life!
and
these
many days in your
sum.
grow into a good large
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
day-the-

m wm m

'

Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

ar

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW
AND

TRUST COMPANY

i

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE

Hot Blast

Du-Val-

r,..,.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSFS. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURR1ES. HICKS.

Down Draft

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
Line.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

OPERA HOUSE

CHAS. GLOSS QE3.
YOU

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

J. W. Shipley, registered from Chi-- .
cago, was among those who reached,
the city !ast evenlns from the East..
Commercial matters brought him. to
the city.
Cruz J. Martinez, who lives near
Dulce, Rio Arriba county, was an
arrival last night and took a room at
the Coronado hotel. Pergonal affairs
brought him to the Capital.
Rev. C. F. Lucas, Roswell clergyman, Is among the ministers attend-- !
En-- '
ing the annual conference of the
Missions of jthe
elish and Spanish
Mpthodlst Episcopal church, now) in
session here.
V. Chaves and Tomas L.
Salazar, farmers and sheep raisers,
at
PnlnrnrlV
- -J
hoik Pinofna
v , rf2istrerl
VU.IVJUU,
the Coronado hotel last evening. They
came on business before Forest Super- visor Ross McMillan.
Mr .and Mrs. Bascomb G. Whor- ley have returned from a vacation

TONIGHT
PROGRAM

I

whei. you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FLOUR

FIRST-CLAS- S

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain
It you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.
9ot9 Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STO"K FOOD

1

LEO HERSCH

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

Rational Life

-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A Mt BERGERE.
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico
Catron

N. M.

Block

Mli

I

H

. A. an

.

A

uui

CULPRIUtb

Song- - -- "When

vnm
f" lT

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

,

''.-Francisc-

J.

Mission Desks, Office Chairs
ii

Heaters, Rugs, and Linoleums
306--

Embalmina & Undertakinq
II

;"!

8

San Francisco

1

Change of Program Every
MONDAY

Nisrht Call

J

:PPLAT'OENING BLANK BOOKS.

s

NEW MEXICAi
. , .

4m
0Ajr

znw
jmm

PBINTINQ CO., SOLE MAKER3 FOR NEW
,m ,"v
Vjr
Ct
,
(FRAY PATENT.

AND THURSDAY

rw0 shows Daily, 7:30 aiU 8:45

p. m.

,

10c
20c

Admission
Reserved Seats
MATINEE.

V. VI

nces-of

St 'Phone 10
'Phone No 1

SPECIALTY.

Breezes

"ROMANCE OF A WAR NURSE."
(A Story of Love and War.)

?

n

Summer
Blow."

the

vw? uis 'a

www ,(
10c
5c

KAUNE

SI

Concord

IKlAiHlitlM 11

V

"Story the Blind Woman Told."

'

H.S.

Company

Denver Colorado.

PICTURES.

vaca. Mr. Whorley is a railway mail Adults
clerk on the New Mexico Central hlldren
Railway, with headquarters In Santa
Fe.
W. F. Newell, attorney at Albuquerque, and who has just been in the
eastern Dart of New Mexico on a Republican campaign trip, returned to
this city yesterday. He reports matters looking well for statehood and
Andrews in that part of New Mexico.
of Raton, acReace.
William
are among
Mrs.
Reace,
companied by
the visitors in the Capital and will remain here the balance of the week.
Rev. Reace came to the city to attend
the annual conference of the Methodist church. He is pastor of the Meth-- I
odist church at Raton.
Dr. Samuel Blair, pastor of the
'Methodist Episcopal church in Albuto
querque, has arrived in the Capital
Eng'teb
the
of
attend the sessions
and Spanish Mission conferences 'of
this church, which are beinj held at
John's .Methodist 4 Episcopal
St.
'
church in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Montgoim ry,
wpII known evaneelistic singers, have
nwl-irin Santa Vp
- - from Raton. They
til i
"
the
song services held
rA conducting
John's M. E.
at
St.
evenins
every
the annual
with
church in connection
confereMission
and
Spanish
English

3C

The Colorado

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call cn the New Mexican Printing Company.

-

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES. SALT AND SEEDS.
Th Oniv Exclusive Grain House In 8 anta Fe. New Mexlc.

if

tew

j

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?

BUNK

neates

THIS SPACE

If you are tonlty, you have some of your money left over.
ie thn fnundation for future riches, if you

THE UNITED STATES

I!
WILSON . 11

WATCH

O. Gomez and wife and John Patrick of El Paso, were among the
hotel guests yesterday.
E
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Carpenter., of
Escondido, California, are sojourners
6
&
at the Palace hotel. They are, tour
ists.
J. J. Xolan. registered from Denver
AllSS. A- - A1UGLER.
at the Xormandie hotel last evening,
and will be here a day or two on busiStop and figure out
ness.
how much money you
W. S. Tullis, Denver traveling man.
is in town and domiciled at the Claire
would save if you cut
hotel. Commercial business brought the Methodist Episcopal church in the
your fuel bills right in
him here.
New Mexico, diocese, which are being
Atyl Scott, who recistered from held at St. John's Methodist Episcopal
two, and still doubled
the Duke City, was domiciled at, the church on Don Caspar avenue and
the heating power of
over Sunday.
Hotel Xormandie today. He came on which will continue
Those arriving yesterday were Rev.
business.
your coal. The result
Fred Meyers, a Stanley resident, C. W. Smith, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylva
will be the strongest of
attended to business in the Capital nia, bishon of the episcopacy of Xew
all arguments why you
today and was stopping at the Xor- Mexico and formerly editor of the
Christian Advocate of Pittsburgh, one
mandie.
'
ought to own a Wilson
of the
0. Nicholas, a Durango miner, was of the leading publications
C.
Methodist church; Rev. J.
Rallier,
Hot Blast Heater. It 8
looking about Santa Fe yesterday and
&
took in the sights, although it was of Albuquerque; Rev. J. W. Jackson, ,
en- ssm
m
constructed
upon
i.j&ssm
of Silver City; Rev. H. Van Valken-burgrather cold.
A.
W.
Las
of
Vegas, and Rev.
tirely original prinL. Loventha
New York commercial traveler, looked after business in- Pratt, of Estancia.
ciples, which are so
terests today in the capital and had
Henry F. Stephens, draughtsman in
the United States surveyor general's
thoroughly efficient
a room at the Claire.
of
Philip E. Dodd, a resident of Atlan office, who was a representative
and practical as to
ta, Georgia, was among last evening's the Masonic bodies of this city at the
make the Wilson the
arrivals at the Claire. He came to vis-- , Grand Idge sessions In the Duke
returned
those
was
who
among
City,
it and to see the sights.
greatest heater in the
Fred H. West, who registered from home last evening.
world. Chief among
St. Louis, Missouri, came to the city
O Pq
yesterday on business and was among
Eight.)
(Continue
these is the famous
the guests at the Claire hotel.
Mrs. M.' K. Hudgins, a resident of
The Bon Ton restaurant is now un
,
Kennedy, south Santa Fe county, ar- der the management of Hugh F.
rived here yesterday on business and
who has bought out the interest
V.
T
to shop. She stopped at the Claire , ' UL ilVUM
Lnnnm
Tnhn IT
nuun ii
v, vuunaj, It .1,111
will
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Kansas, was among yesterday's arrivstock
afals here to attend to commercial
MaPhoneNo.83:ited WE SELL FURNITURE Only InComplete
the City,
fairs. He has a room at the Claire hotel.
Mrs. J. Li. McGraw, who is a resident of the Ke!ly mining camp, SocorA. M. Detteibach Manager.
ro county, is registered at the Palace
hotel. She came to the city on
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Nor-mandl- e
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this church.

Rev. John Murray and wife of
the former being pastor of
the Methodist church in the pretty
county seat of Otero county are registered at the Palace hotel. Rev. Murray
came to attend the annual conference
of this church," while "Mrs. Murray
came to see the sights of the Capital
Salomon Spitz, s the wel! known
Plaza jeweler returned yesterday from
n three davs"
visit to Albuquerque,
where he attended the meetings of the
Masonic Grand bodies in session
there. He was honored with the ele5;
tlon of Grand ScribeJor the Grand,
Royal Arch Chapter for the coming
year.
H. C. Grinne!l and wife, the former
being pastor of the Methodist Episcopal church at Springer. Colfax county.
are' eues'ts at the Palace hotel. They
will be here several days', Rev. Grin;- nell havinj .come to Santa te to at
tend the annual conferences of the
English and Spanish Missions of this
'
.
church.
A number of clergymen arrived ini
Santa Fe yeeterday. on the .delayed
trains to attend the annual English
and Spanish Mission conferences of
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will mix up in games
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Fall; perhaps in

sport more vigorous still. It will
take the best clothes you can find
to stand it.

Jellies

We're proud to offer yea

WE HAVE FANCY

clothes.

PEACHES,
PEARS,
PLUMS & ETC

You're lucky f get
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They
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makers Ederheimcr, Stsin & Co. No
question of their ability to give the boy
best service undsr &il circumstances; no
doubt of your satisfaction with fit, style,
price, appearance.
A lot of Norfolk and double-breaste- d
styles for you to choose from. For all ages
7 to 17.

Julius H. Gerdes.
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Conform-

the Laws of New Mexico.

Mining Blank
sheet
Amended Location Notice,
4
REST YOUR CLOTHES.
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
An Up to Date Idea That la Worth
Notice Mining Location, 2 sheet
While Trying.
Placer Mining Location, 4 sbtet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
The up to date woman, not satisfied
Bheet.
with her own rest cures, hns taken to
sheet
Mining Deed,
resting her clothes, and it works like a
sheet.
Mining Lease.
charm.
Coal Declatory Statement, 2 sheet
Nothing induces shabbiness in coats
'
Coal Declaratory Statement with and
gowns more than the lines and
Power of an Attorney,
wrinkles which show they have been
sheet.
constantly worn. Sitting creases make
Affidavit and Corroborating
a
garment old before it has done half
sheet
Affidavit,
Its
duty.
Notice of Rigk to Water, 4 sheet
Men seem to realize this more than
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of Nowomen. A man is able to dress well
tice, 4 sheet.
on a very small income, because every
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet.
Stock Blanks.
few days or every week he makes a
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- change of clothes, sends the suit be
dor's Recorded Brand,
has been wearing to the tailor to be
sheet
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40 pressed and never under any condition
allows a wrinkle to become fixed in
cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing his garments.
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Very few women's frocks can go to
the tailor's. It is well to send one's
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
street frocks occasionally to the cleansheet.
er's to be brushed and pressed. She
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet.
can
HanDrive
and
to
manage to change her clothes often
Gather,
Authority
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record- enough to give them an entire rest.
The best way to give them a rest is
ed Brand,
sheet.
to
HanDrive
to
put both skirt and bodice in long
and
Gather,
Authority
dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec- boxes or bureau drawers, where they
can lie in soft folds, and If sleeves and
orded Brand, 2 Bheet
trimmings are filled out with tissue paCertificate of Brand, 4 sheet.
per so much Jhe better. Shirts and coats
of
Blanks.
the Pea;e
Justice
placed on hangers lose in a few days
eheet.
Appeal Bonds,
the lines where they have conformed
2
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
to the figure. These lines not only spoil
sheet
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bod a on Continuance, the fresh appearance of a frock, but
the material wears around them and
(J. P.) 2 sheet
Bond of Appearance, (District Court) loses color in streaks.
Wash frocks should always be put
2 sheet
Justice Quarterly Report, 2 sheet away in trunks, drawers or boxes,
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet whether they have beeu worn or not,
for in banging they grow stringy, are
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com- more easily affected by the dampness
and lose their freshness before they are
plaint, 2 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- worn.
A clever girl, with more taste than
mons, 4 sheet
also puts away her laces and
money,
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
ribbons
to rest. This is not so much
Execution Forcible Entry and Deto freshen them, though they are much
4
sheet
tainer,
Improved. by it, but is to have some4
sheet
Replevin Writ
thing which is new to her friends when
4
sheet
Replevin Affidavit,
she rewenrs them after their "rest
4
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
cure."
1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
lines. Booklets and literature of the various
ocean
for
all
steamship
agency
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
Fast freight servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

J. P

LYNG.
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sheet

Warrant,

1-- 4

sheet

HOME

eheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
Attachment Bond,
sheet
Commitment,

1--

4

1-- 4

Attachment Writ,
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

M., 6:15 p. m.

N. M.,
J Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson,
4
sheet.
9:55 a. m.
2
N. M.
at
sheet
trains
Execution,
N.
meets
Preston,
van
M.,
for
Houten,
Stage
follows:
as
Moines
Des
from
sheet.
Summons,
and
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive
depart
SOUTH BOUND.
Subpoena, 4 sheet
NORTH BOUND
J.
m.
P. Complaint, 4 sheet
a.
9:27
No.
8,
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Search Warrant,
sheet
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
Cimarron
and
N.
M.,
S
at
&
W
E.
P
Colfax,
Spanish Blanks.
& S. at Des Moines,
Auto de Arresto, 4 phego.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Mexico:
Ocate,
In
New
Auto
de PPrision,
M
is depot for the following points
pliego.
Cimarron, N.
Declaracion Jurada,
Red
Lakes.
pliego
and
Aurora
Rayado,
Certificado
de Nombramiento,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo, pliego.
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Fianza Oflcial, 2 pliego.
and
Taos
Twining.
Red
River
de
Ranches
Taos,
City,
Questa,
Fianza Oflcial y Jurairjnto, 2 plie
W. A. GORMAN,
1--

1--

1-- 4
1--

1--

2

1--

4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

Superintendent

J, van HOUTEN;
V. Dres. and Gen Mgr.

1--

Gen Pass- Agent

RATON. N. M

RATON, N. M.

-

RATON,

N

1-- 2

pile

go.

Contrato de Partido,
Escritura de Renuncia,

pliego.
pliego.
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles, 2 pile-go- .

Cfej

Going

go.

Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
2

1-- 2

1--

to El Paso?

Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
orma entera, full sheet
Contrato entre los Directores y
2
pllbgo.
Notas Obllgaciones, 25 and
50
cents.
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
Caminos, 25 cents.
Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per
dozen.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet
2
Guardian's Bond and Ooath,
1--

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at 11:10

At Torrance
Be in El Paso

A. itt.

at 5:30 P.M.

1-- 2

1--

1--

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasani jouaney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the "first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.
n

V.
STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
R- -

El Paso, Texas,

sheet

GYMNASTICS.

A Healthful Way to Dispense With an

1-- 4

1-- 4

E. J. DEDMAN.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. rn.
1, A.

N. L. KING.

Palace.
C. W.

Smith,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; J. C. Rallier, Albuquerque; J.
W. Jackson, Silver City; H. Van
Las Vegas; Mrs. J. L.

Extra Servant.
One of the household magazines Is
responsible for the story of Mrs.

Far-nient- e.

Mrs. Faruiento consulted her family
physician for a bad case of
and received from him the advice
that she was suffering from too much
help in the kitchen.
Acting on this advice, Mrs. Farni-ent- e
dismissed one of her maids and
began to use a broom and duster herself, thus bringing into play muscles
which bad grown limp and flabby from
'
disuse.
In the morning Mrs. Farnieute made
beds and found that the various twisting of the torso required by the exercise caused her to take deep breaths
and started her circulation, which had
been sluggish for years.
At the suggestion of her doctor she
Isft nil the windows of the chambers
wido open while she was making the
beds so she might have fresh air with
her exercise.
For the first time in her life she began to notice how ninny different muscles were culled into play by the ordi-luu- y
duties of housework. Later she
began to observe a decided improvement in her health and spirits, and at
(he end of two months sht-- reported to
her physician that no prescription she
had ever tried had helped her so much
as the last one he had given her.
1'lits is only one instance out of many
thousands that have never been chronicled In print "in which the practice of
a womau's natural gymnastics (housed
into
work) has changed a
a healthy woman.

Kel!y; George L. Rench, Denver; W. A. Carpenter and wife,
California.
Claire.
E. A. Bode. Albuquerque;
U.
S.
Tullis, Denver; Mrs. M. L. Hiulgins,
Kennedy; W. F. Newell, Albuquerque;
L. Lowenthal, New York; Philin E.
Dodd, Atlanta, Georgia; Paul J. Foster, Las Cruces; J. W. Shinley, Chicago; J, H. Heman, Wichita. Kansas;
Fred H. West, St. Louis.
Normandie.
J. J. Nolan. Denver; Fred Meyers,
Stanley; W. A. Pratt. Estancia; O.
Gomez and wife, El Paso; John Patrick, El Paso; G. Nichols, Durango;
Abel Scott, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
Francisco V. Chaves, Tomaa L.
Conejos, Colorado; Cruz J. Martinez, Dulce; John Brown, Jr., San
Bernardino, California.
Sal-aza-

THE

HOME

Secretary.

Sunt:. Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M. Regular con-

vocation second Monday
of each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
S. SPITZ. H P '
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santr, Fe Commandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth
Mon
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree,
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeis
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening tn
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cof
dially Invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,

fe

7?

The kind that grows with your library- -that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller-bearin-g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranfitfQeQtjQhbrary .parlor, etc.

DOCTOR.

non-bindin- g,

1-- 2

The old fashioned 'remedy for sore
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
throat nnd'ai croupy cough Is hard to
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet. excel. Over half a cupful of minced
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet onions pour' a tablespoonful of vineDeclaration in Assumpsit, on Note, gar and a half cupful of boiling moAssignment of Mortgage,
sheet. lasses. Use half a teaspoonful of the
sheet.
Lease,
sirup every fifteen or twenty minutes
Lease of Personal Property,
for an hour or two, then less frequentlsheet.
y.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
It is claimed that a sure remedy for
cold feet Is to dip them quickly two or
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney, 2 sheet.
three times before retiring Into a shalvl-- 4
low pail of cold water, then rub brisksheet
Acknowledgment,
ly with a coarse towel until dry. After
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet.
Deed
without Insurance accomplishing this take hold of each
Mortgage
end of the towel and draw It back and
sheet.
Clause,
forth through, the hollow of the foot
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
until a glowing sensation is experisheet.
enced.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Every household should have an
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
emergency outfit and keep it where
sheet.
every adult member of the family will
kuow where to find It when the emerRenewal of Chattel Mortgage,
The outfit should ingency arrives.
sheet.
of
carbolic ncid, a bottle
bottle
a
clude
2
sheet
Warranty Deed,
sterilized
of
gauze or "clean
listerine,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
a roll of absorbent cotton,
linen
rags,
for
for
Application
Bounty
Killing
one or two rolls of bandages and a
4
Wild Animals,
sheet.
cake of aseptic soap.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
A Uttle child should never be allowed
Township Plats, 4 sheet
to
go, to steep with its face partly unTownship Plats, full sheet.
der the bedclothing. Mothers are supDeed of Trust, full sheet.
to know this, but they are often
2
Documento Garantizado,
pliego. posed
careless. A child's face must be enGeneral Blanks.
tirely uncovered when asleep, so that
Bond of Deed, 2 sheet
it Inhales only perfectly pure air and
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
not that which has already been
Bond, General Form, 1 2 sheet
is trifling things like this
sheet breathed. U
Release of Deed of Trust,
or mar a child's future
make
rbli'h
Relinquishment, 2 sheet
health.
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
A 8ewing Hint.
sheet.
or rtif-ft
If, JD" Trlqh

sheet.

1-- 2
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1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2
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New Mexican Printm.
wmpany
local agents, Santa re. New Mexico.

1-- 2

1--

EOT

TO

ESQ

UTE

The MLoia? Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
t
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Lais valiay, Also to the Sin

Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, t'ain service, descriptive
or address
literature, etc., G.call on
H.
& T. A.
S. K. HOOPER,

,F

P.

Denver, Colo.

McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

1--

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 4

"T7HEN in

1-- 2

v v

on rai tn ity a
tiling
.,n,,r KrvfotKt iirtrr in
-

It will positively britiQ results.

California and Arizona

1--

1-- 2

Etc.

1--

1-- 2

1--

need of any--

Colonist Rates

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

'

1-- 2

--

eT trde

t

lie-co-

'

2

R. M'CORD,

Worthy Master..

For Chapped Hands.
Secretary
Chapped skin, whether on the hands
U. P. O. E.
one
or face may be cured II
night by
applying Chamberlain's Salve. It is alSanta Fe Lodg No. 460, B. P. O. fit
so unequaled for sore nipples, burns bolds its
regular session on the sec-n-d
and scalds. For sale by all druggists.
and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
TO AND FROM ROSWELL
and welcoma.
Connection mf de with Automobile
T. P. GABLE,
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Exalted Ruler
"utomobile leares Torrance for RosJ. D. SENA.
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Secretary.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare Notice of Restoration ot Public Lands to
Settlement and
Department of the
jetween Santa Fe and Torrance Is Interior, GeneralEniry.
Land Office, Washington,
1908.
RosJ).
15,
0
Notice la hereby
Torrance
and
September
$5.80 and between
Klven that the publio lands In the
well, $10. Reserve seats on automo- described sections which were following
excluded
bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager from the Gila National Forest, New Mexico,
by the President's proclamation, dated June
Automobile Line.
18, 1908, if not otherwise withdrawn, reserved, or appropriated, will by authority of the
Secretary of the interior be restored to the
public domain on December 14, 1908, and
Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
subject to settlement on and after
Samuel R. Worley, of Hixburg, Va., that date,
but not to entry, filing or selechas been shoeing fyorses for more than tion until on and after January 13, 1909. under the usual restrictions, at the United
fifty years. He says: "Chamberlain's States land office at Las Graces, New Mexico: In Township nine (9) South, Range
Fain Balm has given me great relief ten
(10) West, New Mexico Meridian, Secfrom lame back and rheumatism. It is tion seventeen (17), nineteen (19), twenty
(20) and thirty (30). Warning is hereby exthe best liniment I ever used." For
pressly given that no person wlll.be permitted to gain or exercise any right whatever
sale by all druggists.
under any settlement or occupation begun
prior to December 14, 1908, and all such setor occupation is hereby forbidden.
The New Mexican Printing tym- tlement
S. V. PKOITDF1T, Assistant Commissioner
of
neatwith
General
vour
do
the
Land Office, FRANK
will
work
Job
pany
PIKROE, First Assissant Secretary of the
ness and dispatch.
Interior. Approved September 15. 1908.

semi-invali-

Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,

ALAN

Mc-Gra-

1--

1--

SflCIF-Tlf-S

MASONIC.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

1-- 2

1--

s 111

FRATERNAL

1--

Non-miner-

Tickets to all parts

fles. it is much easier to do so on the
sewing machine. Make the tension of
the upper thread quite loose and stitch
where you want it gathered, then pull
the lower thread, and it will gather.
You must fasten one end of the thread
securely or it will puil through.

23, 1908.

,

Daily

Until October 31, 1908

$30.00

FROM SANTA FE

Liberal stopover privileges, Personally conducted excursions
Tickets accepted In tourist sleepers on payment of Pullman rate,
and In chair car;
No better way of becoming acquainted with the Great Southwest
where small farms yield a competence, than by traveling over
the Santa Fe.
Let me send you soma
H. S, LUTZ, Agent,
Mteratur about
California, Arizona ate
Santa Fe, N- - M,
-
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SEAT of
THE CITY OF WIL LARD destined to be the COUNTY
1905.
in
fall
Was
laid
the
of
out
Mexico
New
Torrance County
It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 inhabitants. It lies on the main line of the

OF

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OF- F
SANTA FE RY.,

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam I ine of the Santa F j
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvestor and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145
kid out with broad 80 and
20
wilh
feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park aud grand old shade trees,
streets,
alleys
public school house, costing 16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the larerest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay iu Central
New Mexico.' Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be

Santa Pe Railway system, running east and west from
Atchison, Topeka
all
California
to
points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
Chicago
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the oust
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The be-s- shipoiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
&
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THEWILLARDTOWN&I IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN TOWN & IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosidence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall-

Vice- - Pres

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

:

: APPLY

TO

:

:

:

Messenger.
By WARING MITCHELL.
by Homer Sprague.

On that certain Tuesday morning,
when Colonel Graves got ready to start
for the city from his country place, he
Baid to his daughter Winnie:
"It is possible that I may want thosa
Mexican bonds thi3 afternoon, and here
Is the key of the safe. If I have tohavo
them, I will send you a note by a special messenger."
The colonel was something of a lawyer, speculator and broker, and Misa
was his nineteen-year-olWinnie
'daughter. She acted as his amanuensis
at home and was pretty familiar with
his business transactions. The bonds
spoken of had a face value of $20,000,
but of late had been rather wabbly
In the market and had caused the colonel considerable anxiety. At 1 o'clock
that afternoon he wanted the bouda
and telephoned his daughter to that
effect, saying that he would send a
messenger. Instead of sending a boy
from the regular service he stepped
Into the office of Jones next door and
said:
"Jones, I want a trusty fellow to run
out to my house and bring me bacli
some bonds. Haven't I noticed a young
man around here?"
"Yes. He's a nephew of mine. He's
out now, but write a line and I'll send
hirq when he returns. He ought to go
out to East Tark and back in an hour."
The colonel wrote a line to Miss Winnie to deliver the bonds to bearer and
then went out on "the street" on busi-nesFifteen minutes later Jones'
nephew wa9 making for the Grand
Central station as fast as the express
la the subway would carry him.
Jones hadn't given the young man's
biography but it may be stated that
his name was Vincent Gray, his age
twenty-two- ,
aud he was in the offiea
of his uncle to learn the devious ways
of Wall street before setting up In bust-nes- s
for himself on the comfortable
fortune left him by a deceased aunt.
For a young man who expected to
come In contact with bulls and bears
and other animals, young Gray was
very trustful of human nature. For instance, while his train was speeding
along underneath the streets and ha
was hanging to a strap thinking of
things financial a young man with ambitions leaned against him and picked
his pocket without exciting the least
suspicion.
The light fingered youth found there
only a cardcase and the letter to Mist
IQlgt-btheg. wete,' flh;le.ntito
d

,
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THE BELEN

Wew Mexico.

By Special

Copyright,

iAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

of Company.

bring about several unlookeOor" results. He passed into another car and
opened and read the letter, and he saw
the golden opportunity he had been
long looking for. In the cardcase
were two or three dollar bills. The
thief had a right to Infer that his victim had no more money about him.
Ho likewise had a right to infer that
young Gray could not produce the
wherewithal to buy a ticket for East
Park. The fare was only 20 cents, but
without it a man is as badly off as If
the sum were $5.
There was a train ready to leave.
The thief bought his ticket and got
aboard. Vincent Gray stood at the
ticket window and fussed and fumbled
and was left. His cardcase and money were gone, aud when he found that
the letter had also taken wings he reHe
alized that he was in trouble.
hadn't even a nickel to get back to the
office. He hadn't the wherewithal to
telephone to his uncle Jones in New
street, and after wasting fifteen minutes trying to figure out the problem
he made haste to a pawnshop, where
be put down his watch for $3.
The next train to East Park was ten
minutes late in starting and the same
were In
In reaching the Park, so th-- rc
nil fifty minutes lost. The young man
had not suspected that he was the victim of a pickpocket, but supposed he
had lost his property In the jam while
boarding the ear. He had been told
that a telephone message would precede him, and he had remembered the
address. Therefore he did not worry
so much over the loss of the letter. It
was only when he came face to face
with Winnie Graves and stated his errand and saw her look of surprise and
distrust that he realized the situation.
"Why, sir," she replied, "those bonds
were delivered to a messenger more
than half an hour ago."
"But I was sent for them and was
delayed."
"If you were sent for them, you
must have a line from my father."
"I I had a line, but unfortunately I
lost it, together with my money. My
name is Vincent Gray, and I am in the
office of Ezra Jones, In the same building with your father.. I am afraid that
some rascal found the lost letter and
has taken advantage of It."
"And I am afraid that another rascal Is trying to do the same thing!"
exclaimed Miss Winnie's Aunt Ruth,
j
who was at the head of the house and
who had entered the library Just in
time to hear the young man's words.'
"But, madam, you surely can't think

that I"
.'y
"I can think what I please, sir. Can
to
you Imagine we were idiotic enough
a
written
without
bonds
those
live up
order from Colonel Graves?"
"But whoever presented that order
,
was an Impostor."
"Perhaps so, and 'perhaps It is the
impostor who ia ij3?5 now, WJnnJe,

go'to the telephone and ask your

fa-

ther the name of the messenger he
sent. He wouldn't have sent Tom,
Dick or Harry on such an important
errand. Young man, sit down here un
til we find out the truth of this matter."
The girl went to the telephone, and
the young Kan sat down" with visions
of policemen and prison bars passing
before his eyes. The aunt took a seat
directly in front of him and stared at
him in a cold, cruel way a way that
gave him to understand that she would
let no guilty man escape. After three
or four minutes Winnie returned to the
room to say:

"That's always the .way. Central
tells toe that the line into the city Is
crossed or something and it niny be
an hour or more before they find out
the trouble and remedy it."
"Then I will go back and tell your
father the situation," said Mr. Gray.
"Some sharper has the bonds, and the
police should be notified nt once."
"You will sit right here until that
telephone wire is in working order!"
"There are
announced Aunt Ruth.
men about the place, and we have dogs
and fruns, and if you try to run away
it will be the worse for you. Winnie,
notify the coachman that we hare a
suspicious character in the house."
"She needn't do anything of the sort.
I will sit here until you have rolved
the mystery. I am tD blame for losing
the letter, but if the bon.ls are not recovered it will not be my fault."
"He doesn't look like a suspicious
person," whispered Winnie to her aunt,
but in tones loud enough so that he
caught the words and turned red
again.

ds

One-thir-

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

Willard,

1907,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash.
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

..
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"He may not to you, who can't tell a
robber from a church deacon. But he
does to me. and here he shall stay until
we know nil about it. You sit down in
the hall, and wait for the telephone,
and I'll l;ee him. under my eyes."
Aunt Ruth leaned back in her chair,

TOWN

JOHN BECKER, President

papa!" from Miss' Winnie in the hall,
and Colonel Graves stalked In to exclaim:
"What In the devil is the matter
here?"
"There he sits!" replied Aunt Ruth
as she pointed to the culprit.
It took about ten minutes to unravel
things that Is, to establish Vincent
Gray's Identity. Fortunately by this
time the telephone was working, and
fortunately Mr. Jones was in his office.
It took five minutes more to discover
that Winnie had given the false messenger Honduras instead of Mexican
bonds and that the colonel was simply
relieved of some waste paper.
When it came to apologies and Inviting Mr. Gray to forgive and forget and
stay to dinner, perhaps a full quarter
of an hour was consumed, but it is not
on record that Mr. Gray regarded the
time as thrown away.
Now when the colonel smiles and
throws out hints at his prospective
Miss Winnie blushes and
protests. Aunt Ruth assumes one of
her sweetest looks and says:
"I don't say I shall leave when he
becomes one of the family, but I do
say that I shall always lock up my
Jewelry when I go to bed and lock and
bolt the door!"
son-in-la-

Remarkable Loss of Memory.
Dr. Macnish in his book on "The Philosophy of Sleep" gives the following
remarkable instance of lost memory:
"A. young American woman on awakening from a protracted sleep lost
memory of all she had before learned.
Her memory was capacious and was
stored with a copious stock of ideas.
Unexpectedly and without any forewarning she fell into a profound sleep,
which continued several hours beyond
the ordinary term. On waking she was
discovered to have lost every trace of
acquired knowledge. Her memory was
a clean washed slate. All vestiges both
of t words aud things were obliterated
and gone. It was found necessary for
her to learn everything again. She
even acquired by new efforts the arts
of spelling, reading, writing and calculating and gradually became acquainted with the persons and objects
around, like a being for the first time
brought into the world. In these exercises she made considerable proficiency, But after a few mouths another fit
of somnolency invaded her. On rousing from It she found herself restored
to the state she was in before the first
paroxysm, but was wholly ignorant of
every event and occurrence that had
befallen her afterward."

folded hci nrms, compressed her' lips
and fastened her eyes on Mr, Gray,
and had he. been a bunko man of ten
years' standing he must have been
As it was, he coughed
disconcerted.
and blushed and hitched around and
crossed and recrossed his legs. When
the aunt broke the silence, it was to
Impart no cheerful information. What
she said was:
"It makes you squirm to realize that
you've reached the end of your rope at
last, but you'll squirm more still when
the judge pronounces sentence. While
I pity your poor mother, I hope you'll
get at least ten years."
Mr. Gray made no reply. He couldn't
find words. About every ten minutes
The Chilling Reply.
for the next hour he received a brief,
to a Washington legal
According
vigorous lecture until he was almost light, there are times when a lawyer
worked up to the point where he
regrets the use of an illustration which
thought of Jumping through a window S moment before has appeared especialand taking his chances, when a man's
ly je.llcltous
stejjoj, heaxdj TJigrjwna rn ';Oh.
,
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IMPROVEMENT CO.,
WM. M. BERGER

Weak Women

Secretary.

WAWTS

To weak and ailing women, there Is t least one
war to help. But with that wax, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local, one Is canstito.
Bonal. but both are important, both essential
Dr. Snoop's Night Cure Is the Local.
Dr. Shoop's RestoraUve, (he Constitution.
The former Dr. Shoop's Night Core Is a topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Bhooo's Restorative Is whoUy an Internal treatment The Restorative reaches throughout the
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailment.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does Its
work while you sleep. It soothes Kr and Inflamed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restart tire, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop's
general tonic
to the system. For positive local help, use as welJ

Board and rooms
avenue. Mrs. Eberhart.

at

10G

Aztec

FOR SALE Good upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.

'

FOR RENT
R. G. depot;

$S

Small house near D. &
per month. T. P.

WANTED A girl to do housework,
light housekeeping. Apply at New Mex-ca- n
Printing company.

Eestoratlve-TabletsorUquld- -asa

Or. Shoop

WANTED A few boarders'. Nagel's
Pine Grove Ranch. First class board
and accommodations. Box, 2G4.

s

WANTED A competent cook at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
Superior. Good wages and comfortable
hom9

ight Sun

FOR 8ALE a second-hansteam
boiler in good condition. It will be
The Ireland Pharmacy.
disposed of at very low price. Apply
,to the New Mexican Printing Com-rhe argument of my learned and pany.
brilliant colleague," said counsel for
the plaintiff in a suit for damages from
The New Mexican Printing
a railway company, "is like the snow
especially for the use of jus
now falling outside it is scattered tlces of the peace. They are especial- fiere. there and everywhere."
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
Whereupon opposing counsel improv- either Spanish or English,
made of
ed his opportunity.
"All I can say," good record paper, strongly and durhe hastily interposed, "is that the gen- ably bound with leather back and
tleman who has likened my argument covers and canvas sides, have full
to the snow now falling outside has j index in front and the fees of
justice?
neglected to observe one little point to of the peace and constables printed
which I flatter myself the similarity in full on the first
The pages
page.
extends it has covered all the ground .are 10
inches. These books are
In a very short time." Harper's Weekmade up in civil and criminal dockets,
ly.
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Herewith are some bargains offer; 'both civil and criminal bound In one
SO pages civil and
320 pages
by the New Mexican Printing Com honk,
To
criminal.
Introduce
them
they are
Code
Civil
of
Procedure of the
pany:
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, eheep offered at the following prices:
$2.75
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri Civil or Criminal
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code Combined Civil and Criminal ,. 4.00
j
For 45 cents additional for a single
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of docket, or 65 cents additional for a
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, combination docket, they will be sent
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25; by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full leather, $3;
Flexible full must accompany order.
Sheriff's
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25: plainly whether English or Spanish
two or more hooks, $1 each; New .printed heading Is want".
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
8 and 10 Inclusive S3. 30 each: Ccmnil
The seals and record hooks tor- noatlon Corporation Laws. 75c: Compila taries publio for sale by the New
tion Mining Laws.s 60c; Money's Di Mexican Printing company at very
gest of New Mexico Reports, full reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporsheep, $6.50; full list school blanks. ated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print
If you want anything on earth try Inf company. Santa Fe. New Mexico. '
i New Mexican want "ad."
;v If you want anything on earth try
Subscribe tor the New Mexican
a New Mexican want "ad"
d
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CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

Personal Mention.
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(Continued From Page Five.)
Delegate V. H. Andrews and Mayor
D. Sena will be in Gallup on Oc- tober 29th, where they will hold a
mass meeting and address
the voters of McKinler county.
Poe, respected
Captain John Yv
president of the Citizens' National
of Roswell, who was a consplcu- ous figure in the Masonic Grand Lodge
doings in Albuquerrtue, arrived here
last evening; and joined Mrs. Poe, both
today being guests of "Berritorlal SecJaffa.
Nathan
Mrs.
retary and

GROCERS AND BAKERS,
GKOOKKY

t'HONK NC.

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

4.

SPECIAL DRIVES
We have a number of items which for one reason
or another we desiru to close ou". These are all good
goods atid of tin best quality. Frudell canned Lima
beans are very fancy. The French style are the
tender greeu beans taken directly from the pod and
put in the can. 2 pound cans wa have always soldj'at
25c. and 1 pound cans at 15c. straight. We now
offer - pound cans at 20c and 1 pound cans at 121c.
Ferudall Fancy Lima beans formerly sold at 2Uc.
now 15c. Lower prices istill by the dozen or case.

f

MINOR

FERNDELL PRESERVES

CITY TOPICS
31 corns

Regular 40c jars F.irndell Preserves now go at 85c.
or three for 81.00. The assortment of fru'ts is large
but not complete.

Weather forecast for New
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
and Saturday with rising tem- perature.

CANNED TOMATOES

,

California canned tomatoes, regular 24- pound cans
formeny 12jc per can, now 10c can. especial price
by the dozeu or case.
Baltimore canned tomatoes, small 2 pound cans,
formerly 10c can, now four cans for 25c.

J

M.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

They came upon Alter and Seamon
during their search and arrested thein
as suspects.
They were brought to Santa Fe by
the officer. They satisfactorily explain- ed their presence in that vicinity, hav-Jos- e
jng been on a hunt there. They had
plenty of game with them and
ly denied knowing anything about the
dead steer. As they had plenty of meat
It would seem unlikely that they could
wantonly slay a steer and It Is claim-Baned the only evidence against them is
the fact that they happened to be
found in the vicinity,
The story is advanced that in all
probability the beef was killed by
woodchoppers who were working in
that vicinity. A further investigation
of the affair is now underway.
n

rromcvety Ounce ofFuel

v

k
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are now unpacking a line of Tea Garden bran;
preserves. These are very fancy quality and extra
large jars 21 oz in place of the usual 16oz. These are
regular 50c goods. They go at 40c, alt varieties, including spiced tigs and spiced peaches. A few 5
pounds jars at each $1.25.

auu

35c.

DUDROW & M0NTEN1E
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
Elks' Hall.

142.

Telephone

152

Night

House.

WHOLESALE

.....

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
Monero "
'
cerrillos "
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

$4 50 per ton
V
5.25
"
6 00
Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Ner

A. T.. A Z. P.

Phone No.

Depot

85, Office Garfield Avenue,

FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

SANITARIUM

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

$16 and up per week.
For Pure Cream and Jilk
No

148 Red
We Comply with the
Pure Food Laws.

Telephone
A FLURRY

in Sash'. Doors and Blinds. To
celebrated the National holiday
we have blown to atoms all preWe can
vious .price ; records.

Mrs. Otto Retsch

?ive you

STARTLING FIGURES
large or small lots of Doors
Sash and Blinds.
Standard
sizes always in stock.
Quick
deliveries.
,
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When in the City to visit
AfiD ORIGIfUL

CURIO

Tt:--

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
rfnonrnnrfttcd)

j

Be-fro-

es.

rwn

$3 . 30

MARKET REPORT.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.

Amalgamated

79.

Atchison 91; pfd. 95.
New York Central 105
125

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific

1--

7--

106

3--

4 . 80 ;

western

cows.

$2 . 40

365.

'

Hogs 9,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
lower. Bulk of sales, $5.205.80;
heavy, $5.707.50;packersi and butchers, $5.505.90; light, $5.105.70;
pigs, $3.504.90.
Sheep 5,000. Market weak. Muttons, $3.754.10; lambs, $4.255.35;
range wethers. $3. 50 4. 30; fed ewes.

Union Pacific 1G8
$3.254.25.
Steel 47
pfd. 110
MONEYS AND METALS.
New York. Oct. 23. Prime mercantile .paper
money on call, is
1
1
steady.
Special Mail Service Discontinued.
New York, Oct. 23. Lead, firmer,
topeciai man service nas been dissil137
42530; copper, firm,
continued
between Rana and Logan,
ver 51
county.
Quay
St. Louis, Oct. 23. Spelter held at
Articles of Incorrtoratlon.
407
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
The following articles of incorporaChicago, Oct. 23. Wheat Decem- tion have been filed in the office of
ber 99
May 103
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
Corn Oct. 68; Dec. 63 3
The Adair company. Principal place
Oats Dec. 47
of business at Las Cruces. Dona Ana
May 49
Pork Oct. $13.45; Dec. $13.55.
county. Territorial agent, William M.
Lard Oct. and Nov, $9.90.
Adair, of Las Cruces. Capita stock,
Ribs Oct. $8.40; Jan. $8.47
$3,000 divided into thirty shares of
'
a
AA
at
WOOL MARKET.
uie iar vaiue oe A.
jiuu eauu, commencSt. Lous, Oct, 2D. Wool Market is ing business with $2,000. Object, to
engage in general mercantile' business.
firm and unchanged today.
Period of existence, 49 years. Incorpo-- ,
CATTLE.
rators, William M. Adair. Virginia M.
Chicago, Oct. 23. Market is weak. Adair and Ce'.ina C. Jaramillo. all of
!
Beeves, $3.157.50; Texans. $3.25
Las Cruces.
4.50; western, $35.65; stockers and
feeders, $2.604.45; cows and heif
The Norman die Hotel, Santa Fe's
ers, $1.505.10; calves, $08.
Westpopular $1.50 a day hotel, is now unSheep 8,000. Market steady.
l.
ern, $2.404.50; yearlings, $4.255: der the management of Hugh F.
Extensive improvements are bewestern lambs, $3.755.75.
Kansas City. Oct. 23 Market is ing made, the cuisine materially imsteady. Southerns steers, $2.904.20; proved and the new landlord proposes
southern cows, $1.80 3. 50; stockers to make the Normandie the best moderate priced hotel in the territory.
and feeders, $2.804.75; bulls, $2
3.40; calves, $36.50; western steers, Give this hotel a try.
5--

3--

1-- 4

1--

OFFICIAL MATTERS

42;

3--

1--

1--

3--

1--

1--

1--

1

'!.,

Du-Va-

tw

C. A. BISHOP.

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE

U.S.

FIDELITY & GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE MD.

We have agents at every county seat In the Territory, who have
power of attorney to execute judicial bonds; alsoinany olllclal
bonds.
After the election, if you want a bond It will pay 'you to call on
the agency of our company, or write us. M'e prl.de' ouielvef
on prompt service.

the

4

We also

represent a large number of

Companies, writing Fire; Accident,
Plate Glass, Steam Boiler aud Automobile Insurance.

JWITH KILLING STEER

KICKING

-r

the
STORE

THE OLDEST BELL
in America, cast, in 1330
Stock of Turquois from our own mines
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.

STRAW HATS, GOING AT 50 CTS,

J. S. CANDELAmO Proprietor.
San Francisco

-

Two Moriarty Citizens Arrested, But
DESERT DEMOCRACY
Released on Bonds-Sto- utlv
I
Deny Their Guilt.
NOW REPUBLICANS

Besides the thousands of curious and relics see

3

brilliant liylil ii ideal for
l!ic long winter evenings
La'xsl improved central
or sew bv i! woi't lire your eyes.
trill turner. I.'ude ol trass, nickel plain) . Every lamp warranted.
II your dealer ccnnol supply the Rayo Lamp or Perfection Oil
Heater, write our nearest agency lor a descriptive circular.

Mus-degre-

-

I

C W Dtf3ow

301-30-

Every

Ulli-barr-

on

OLD

.

de-re-

ol
cozy corcilurt al one filling
font.
Finished in

brass

fe

'

COAL AND WOOD

1

nickel and japan.
heater warranted.

s.

-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

106 Palace Avenue.

I

,

Regular shipment of Blue Point oysters from the
beds in Long Island are coming to us by the fast
express. These come to us direct. They are free
from water or ice and are guaranteed to contain no
and
preservative- - They are fresher than any others
'
thp are solid meats only, no juice, that is no water.
If you want juice add your own water, its cheaper.

leaner-

It's very light carry it about heat any colJ
room. Turn the wick high cr low no
dancer no smoke no smell. Easily cared
I
or and oives nine hours ol

u

under-flannel-

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS

Per pint.

dozen ministers from various
of the territory,
including
Bishop Charles W. Smith, D. D., of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday and last night to
attend the annual conferences of the
English and Spanish Missions of this
church, which are being held at St.
John's M. E. church on Don Gaspar
avenue. Bishop Smith, who came to
Santa Fe from Oklahoma, was
ed in arriving because of washouts on
s
of us if the Santa Fe railway over which road
Buy your
you want something good. Nathan Sal-- , he was traveling.
mon
Yesterday's program was carried
as was the program
as
In spite of the weather a large
ganged
? 9f
dienoe greeted the change of pictures oday;
!af "lghf ere
at the opera house last nisht The
of the weather. The feature was
feature fi!m, one of Edison's war ency
,
me
service iea Dy Mr. ana Mrs,
song
films, entitled, 'Romance of a War B. C.
Montgomery, evangelist singers,
Nurse," being a story of love and war
of Raton.
during the Rebellion, showed some
The program for this evening and
thrilling scenes. The other films. "A tomorrow follows:
Blind Woman's Story," is pathetic and
This Evening.
"All For a Bird." is very laughable.!
m.
7:30
p.
Song Service Led by
The sons,
"When
Summer
the
Breezes' Blow" is just at the right sea Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Montgomery. (
Address Rev. C. B. Spencer, D. D.,
son to warm up the audience.
D-- .
E(Jitor f tne Central Chris- Younsr men who want, the thin in L- - Lshoes will find here exactly what they tlon Advocate., or Kansas uty, mist
fiouri
are looking for. Nathan Salmon.
Saturday, October 24.
The train schedule on the Santa Fe
9 a. m. Devotional
Service -- Rev.
is slightly improved today, the noon
C. F. Lucas.
train arrivins on time and bringing
Business Session of the English
some Eastern mail. No. 3, the west
Mission.
bound Limited of today, is reported
2 p. m. Devotional Service Led by
indefinitely late while the Denver con- a minister of the
Spanish Mission.
nection of Santa Fe trains will not
T?nsiiips Hosslnn nf ihf Snnnlwh Mis- arrive until tonight. The trains from gion
the west are reported on time and the
7:30 p. m. Song Service Led by
branch train for Lamy left on time to
Cmake connection with both east and Mr- - and Mrs- - E" - Montgomery,
Address-BisSmith.
hop
Missionary
west bound trains. The Denver, and
Rio Grande is reported five hours late,
while the New Mexico Central is on JURORS FOR SAN
time,
.
JUAN LUUIN 1 i. UKAWIN
One of
business
the largest
changes in several years has just Men Who Will Serve
o.i Grand and
been consummated in Albuquerque by
Petit Juries at Coming Term of,
which Farah Brothers, general merch
"
District Court at Aztec.
ants, become the sole owners of the
extensive clothing and gents' furnishThe grand and petit jurors, who will
ing store of Leon B. Stern. Farah
serve at the coming term of the disBrothers are already the owners of "a
trict court for San Juan county, which
big store dealing in general merchan- nvenes at Aztec the county seat on
dise and will hereafter conduct two
second Monday in November,
the
atm.oa
nw.hOM
have been drawn' They follow:
largest indivdual merchants in the
0rand Jurors.
Duke City. The brothers are cousins
R. L. Brown. C. F. Butler, W. G.
of Nathan Salmon. Santa Fe's pro- merchant.
McClure, Maclovio Archuleta, W. S
gressive and
We are the sole agents for Hart- - Moore, L. Currant, Ricardo Archuleta,
Schaffner ft Marx suits and over-- O. B. Jones. Alex Hart, J. R. Slavens,
coats. Prices very low. Nathan Sal- - E. McDaniel, L. J, Gower, E. Chand-mon- .
ler, Ed Knowlton, J. D. Taylor, S. C.
dawned
and
Today
rather Rathb"rn, John Teague, T. B. Town-colcloudy
the thermometer registering 24 send A- M. Hubbard. Henry
at 6 a. m. However, it was Krove. A- - R- Latman. E. Cordova,
not so chilly as to be uncomfortable, G('01'e Ripley, Dixton Thomas, C. R.
the bracing atmosphere having rather "owara, J. vv. Uiaister, David Mileo.
an
Petit Jurors,
exhilirating effect. Yesterday
s.: B.
the maximum
was
temperature
Frank Manzanares,
Lancaster.
34
24 de- - G.
degrees, the minimum
stelfel) H w Green D A Chrlgt.
grees, maklna a mean temperature for engon; w. j. Moore A
Friu D M
the day of 29 degrees, or a departure
Longgtreet, J. A.' Pierce. A. H.
the normal of 19
The cratti Granville Coe, Joel J
Jones,
relative humidity was especially high. Le0nard Boat, Thomas
W.
Haddon,
registering 90 Der cent at 0 a. m 100 s. lWaIker, N. A. Conger, J. A. Mad-pe- r
cent at 6 p. m., with an average
rld( H, E. Rlce c M steel Charles
for the day of 95 per cent. The pre- - H
.TnSP M T.nnom t m
hours rison. H. L.
cipitation for the twenty-fou- r
Dunning, Charles Bottsch- ending at G o'clock this morning was er, Charles Brothers, G. M. Morton,
0.26 of an inch.
George H. Bates, E., H. George, C. W.
i,
Fisherdick, John McLeod, J. E.
A. J. Davis, T. R. Youns, T. R.
HUNTERS CHARGED
Bowsman, Ramon Jaquez, C.
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Read the change of ad of N. Salmon
(
in today's New Mexican.
You have to have the stock to do
business. We have it. Nathan Salmon.
The attention of the district court
was occupied today by several civil
cases. These included the cases of
Pain vs. the Board of County Commis- sioners, Knaebel vs. the Board of
County Commissioners, and Price vs.

1908.

23,

StreetSanta

Fe.N.JW.

Look for the bid cart on top of the store building.

John Atler and John Seamon, of Four
Santa Cruz Democrats Declare
Moriarty, were brought to Santa Fe
Themselves For Andrews and
night before last by Deputy Sheriff
Statehood.
Encinas, of Gloriela, who took them'
into custody near that point on the
The" following communication, which
charge of unlawfully killing a steer, is
is interesting, as it
belonging to Ramon Ortiz, a stock- indicates tb.e way in which many Demman, living in Canon de la Quieva. ocrats will vote on November 3rd. The
They had a hearing before the justice communication reads:
of the peace at Glorieta. who held
"Santa Cruz, N. M.. Sept. 2C. 1908,
them to the grand jury.,
j
Mexican:
"New
Immediately upon their arrival in
"Pease
give space to the following
accused
are
men.
who
the city the
well-to-dhomesteaders,
employed in the columns of your valuable paper:
counsel and after an investigation of
"We, the undersigned residents of
the case was made, were released precinct No. 1G, of Santa Cruz, county
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, take this
from custody on bonds.
According to the best information means to inform all the Republicans
obtainable, Juan Lopez, a cowboy em- of the county of Santa Fe and the terployed on the Ortiz ranch, came upon ritory of New Mexico, that, we will
the carcass of a steer while riding the support the Republican partv and Its
range, Sunday morning last, which principles from this day henceforth,
apparently had been shot but a short having already voted twice with Retime before. The hide had been publicans In local elections, and this
skinned from the flank of the animal we affirm over our own proper signaand a piece of meat taken therefrom. tures.
"FRANCISCO OLIVAS,
Lopez at once reported the matter
'
"RAFAEL MAESTAS,
to his employer and then jwent In!
'
"RAMON MONTOYA,
.
Hearch of the guilty parti, b&ng
'
.
"PABLO FRESQUEZ."
Encinas.
Joined by Deputy Sheriff
o

Got some healthy, rompingr, real children
at your house The kind that are everlastingly kicking out their' shoes They
are the youngsters we want to see-have shoes they can't kick but!
,
YES THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GOT
' Tom Boy and School Shoes $1.35 to $2.00
worth 50c pair more
Krome Elk $2.00 to $2.50 will last as long
as 3 ordinary pairs.
WE WILL HITCH A BIGGER LOAD
To your dollar than it ever pulled be- fore.
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THE RACKET STORE"
PRICE MAKERS.

